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INTRODUCTION

This bulletin of Arizona minerals has been compiled with the
primary object of giving to the prospector and miner accurate in-
formation about the minerals of Arizona in as simple and readable
form as possible. At the same time it is complete enough to serve
as a useful handbook to anyone interested in the minerals of the
State, and who may have a more extended knowledge of mineralogy.
It is desired to make the information contained in this bulletin as
accurate and complete as possible, and attention called to any inac-
curacies or omissions will be appreciated.

The list of minerals given is that contained in the Directory of
Arizona Minerals, Bulletin No.3, issued by the State Bureau of
Mines. In giving the localities in which a mineral occurs, no attempt
has been made to name every place it has been found, but only cer-
tain well known localities have been included.

Under distinguishing features has been included the system and
class in which the mineral crystallizes, as well as the more common
and easily recognized features. Simple blowpipe tets have been given
and rather detailed directions for the use of the blowpipe and ap-
paratus, the object being to enable the prospector to make blowpipe
tests without having to consult a textbook on the subject.

The various modes of occurrence of each mineral are given, not
only as known to exist in Arizona, but in other parts of the world
as well, so that the search for these minerals might be stimulated
within the state. For unfamiliar terms the reader is referred to the
glossary.

The section "classification of rocks" was taken, with modifications
and additions, from "Practical Field Geology" by Farrel & Moses.
The table given for the classification of igneous rocks is the same
as used by Dr. C. H. Clapp in his geology classes of the University
of Arizona. A great many other books and papers were consulted, and
to all these grateful acknowledgment is made.

BLOWPIPE ANALYSIS
The advantage of blowpipe analysis lies in the fact that the tests

are simple, the apparatus portable and the reagents used few in
number. By means of the blowpipe an intense heat (about 1500 de-
grees C.) can be obtained and a variety of chemical effects can be
brought about.
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The apparatus used in blowpipe analysis is comparatively simple
and inexpensive. The blowpipe is made in a variety of forms, the
simplest being a brass tube about 10 inches long and bent at one
end. The bent end or tip is perforated by a very small, smooth hole.
These may be purchased cheaply in many places.

Fuel. An ordinary candle flame is excellent for blowpipe work
and is convenient to carry. If possible an alcohol lamp for heating
is desirable but not essential.

Charcoal. Slabs of charcoal about 4 inches long, 1 inch wide and
three-fourths inch thick are used, and may be purchased in this
convenient size from dealers in chemical apparatus.

Forceps. Platinum tipped forceps are best for testing the fusibility
of minerals, but ordinary iron forceps filed down to small points
do very well.

Hammer. A small square faced hammer is useful, but an ordinary
prospecting pick with a smooth face is good.

Anvil. A small block of steel 3 inches square one one-half inch
thick is convenient for powdering minerals. The flat side of a ham-
mer or pick does very well.

Platinum Wire. A 6-inch piece of No. 27 platinum is indis-
pensable in making bead and flame tests. The wire may be fused
into a piece of glass tubing which serves as a handle.

Test Tubes. Small test tubes 4 inches long and one-half inch in
diameter are necessary in making solubility tests. These may be pur-
chased at almost any drug store for 5 cents each.

Glass Tubing. Soft glass tubing of three-eighths inch or so outside
diameter are essential in making open and closed tube tests.

Magnet. A magnetized knife blade or small horseshoe magnet
answers very well.

Lens. Any good magnifying glass will serve for most purposes.

DRY REAGENTS

The following reagents are used in blowpipe analysis. They may
be obtained from almost any drug store at low cost:

Soda or sodium carbonate, Na2C03• Common baking soda may be
used.

Borax is used for bead tests. The ordinary commercial borax may
be used.

Sodium metaphosphate, N aP03• This is made by fusing the salt
of phosphorous and is used for bead tests.

Potassium sulphate, KHS04• This is used in bismuth flux and
independently.
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Cupric oxide, CuO. Powdered malachite may be used instead.
Tin. Ordinary tin foil, or pieces of tin cans are used.

WET REAGENTS

The following are the more important wet reagents used in the
determination of minerals. Druggists will supply these at moderate
cost. Diluted acids are used in blowpipe determinations and 15 cents
worth of concentrated acid will make a considerable bulk when
diluted to the proper strength with water.

Hydrochloric acid, HCl. Two parts concentrated acid with three
parts water (distilled water if possible) is the acid used for general
purposes.

Nitric acid. HNOs One part concentrated acid with two parts
water.

Sulphuric acid. H2S04• One part concentrated acid with four
parts water. It should be diluted with great care by pouring acid
into the water rather than the reverse.

A qua regia is a mixture of three parts concentrated hydrochloric
acid and one part concentrated nitric acid. It is made up when used.

Ammonium hydroxide. NH4• One part concentrated NH40H to
four parts solution.

Silver nitrate. AgNOa The solid salt dissolved in water.
Barium chloride. BaC12 2HzO. Used in testing for sulphates.
Cobalt nitrate. CO(NOa)z 6HzO. The solid salt dissolved 10

water.

THE OPERATION OF BLOWPIPE ANALYSIS

I. Use of the Blowpipe.
To produce a steady flame, maintain a reservoir of air by keeping

the cheeks slightly distended, and by breathing through the nose.
Oxidizing flame. (0. F.) The extreme outer tip of a small

flame produced by a rather strong blast of air is most favorable for
oxidation. If a candle or lamp is used the tip of the blowpipe is held
just within the flame.

Reducing flame. (R. F.) The tip of the inner luminous cone
of a large flame, produced by a blast of air is best for reduction. The
blowpipe tip is held just outside the flame and the whole flame is
directed towards the assay.
II. Flame Tests.

The color imparted to the blowpipe flame when certain minerals
are heated is due to the volatilization of certain constituents, and this
test is often characteristic. The colors should be viewed against a
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black background such as a piece of charcoal. The chlorides are, as
a rule, the most volatile compounds of the metals, so that the value
of the flame test is increased by moistening the finely powdered mineral
with HCl, though in some cases H2S04 is better. Platinum wire is
used except for compounds of arsenic, antimony, lead and copper,
which may be heated on charcoal. The wire is moistened with hydro-
chloric acid (H C l) and touched to the powder of the mineral and
heated. The wire should be cleaned after each test by dipping in
hydrochloric acid (H C l) and heating, until no color is imparted to
the flame, but it should never be placed directly in a reagent bottle
on account of the danger of contaminating the reagent.

Red Flames.
Purplish red-lithium compounds.
Crimson-strontium compounds.
Orange red-calcium compounds.

Yellow Flames.
Intense yellow-sodium compounds.

Green Flames.
Yellowish green-barium compounds.
Yellowish green-molybdenum compounds.
Emerald green-copper compounds (without hydrochloric acid).
Bright Green (use sulphuric acid, HzSO 4-boron compounds.
Pale bluish green (use sulphuric acid, H2S04)-phosphates.
Pale bluish green-tellurium compounds.
Pale bluish green-antimony compounds.
Bluish green-zinc compounds.

Blue Flames.
Azure blue-copper compounds with hydrochloric acid).
Pale blue-arsenic compounds.
Pale blue-lead compounds.

Fiolet Flames.
Pale reddish violet (viewed through blue glass)-potassium

compounds.

III. Open Tube Tests.
The object of open tube tests is to heat the mineral with a good

supply of air for oxidation. Glass tubes about 4 inches long and
open at both ends are used, either straight or bent slightly at one
end. Place finely powdered mineral near one end of the tube (at
the elbow, if bent). Hold the tube steeply inclined, with the powder
at the lower end, using a holder, since the whole tube will become
hot. First heat the tube well just above the mineral, so as to insure
a good draft, then bring the mineral over the flame.
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Odor of burning matches (S02) sulphides and sulpho-salts.
'Sublimate of minute brilliant crustals (Fe20a)-arsenic and aJSe-

nic compounds.
N on-volatile amorphous sublimate (Sb20 4) on under side of tube-

antimony compounds.
Gray metallic globules (Hg ) -mercury sulphide.

tr. Closed Tube Tests.
The object of closed tube tests is to heat the mineral with little

air, and hence with little oxidation. Glass tubes closed at one end
are used. Two closed tubes may be made at the same time J>y
fusing a piece of glass tubing about 5 inches long at its middle point,
and pulling it apart when hot. Tubes should be clean and dry
before using.

Tests.
1. Change in appearance.

Decrepitates (flies to pieces) -characteristic of IIlaIlY

minerals.
Turns black-copper minerals.
Turns dark red-iron minerals.
Turns yellow-lead minerals.
Turns yellow (white on cooling)-zinc minerals.

2. Formation of sublimates.
Yellow sublimate (S)-some sulphides.
Black metallic mirror (As)-arsenic sulphides and sulph-

arsenites.
Reddish brown (Sb2S20)-antimony minerals.
White volatile sublimate-ammonium salts.
Water (H 2) -hydroxides, hydrous, basic, and acid sahs.

3. Formation of gases.
Colorless and odorless (C02 )-carbonates (detected by

barium hydroxide (BaOH.).
Colorless and odorless (0) -manganese dioxides (detected

by glowing charcoal).
Brownish-red color and pungent odor (N02)-nitrates.

V. Treatment on charcoal.
The length of the coal should be held in line with the flame, in

order to catch any sublimate that may form; it should also be tilted
toward the flame. It is well to first burn a small spot on the COllI
with the oxidizing flame and note the color and appearance of the
ash, in order to avoid confusing it with sublimate when making tests,

A slight depression is cut in the charcoal near one end and 3 or
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4 grains of the mineral (not larger than pin heads) or a correspond-
ing amount of fine powder, placed in it. In general a gentle oxidiz-
ing flame is blown first, but only for a few seconds, not allowing
the blue flame to touch the mineral. Any decrepitation or deflagra-
tion (flashing like gunpowder) is noted. Odors should be sought
the moment the heat is stopped, and any changes in color, formation
of sublimate, metal globules, or magnetic particles, observed. The
oxidizing flame is then repeated with greater intensity until re-
action ceases. A similar method is followed with the reducing
flame, and in many cases the reaction is facilitated by fusing the
powdered mineral with three times its volume of soda, or a mixture
of soda and borax, or of soda and powdered charcoal.
Tests.

1. Evolution of gas. Odor of burning matches (S02)-sul-
phides (in oxidizing flame O. F.)

Arsenic odor (A4H2)-arsenic compounds. (Use reducing
flame R. F.)

2. Formation of sublimates. (Use oxidizing flame 0. F.)
White sublimate near assay (Sb20a)-antimony compounds.
White sublimate far from assay (As20a )-arsenic com-

pounds.
\Vhite sublimate, yellow when hot (ZnO)-zSnc com-

pounds.
White sublimate, yellow near assay (PbS04)-lead sulphide
Yellow sublimate (PbO-lead compounds.)
Yellow sublimate (Bi20a-bismuth compounds.)

3. Reduction with soda.
Mix intimately one part of the finely powdered substance with

three parts soda (Na2C03) and fuse in reducing flame on charcoal-
Magnetic particles-iron, nickel and cobalt compounds.

Metallic button, gray and malleable (Pb) -lead compounds.
Metallic button, malleable but brittle on edges (Bi)-bis-
muth compounds.

Metallic button, malleable, white (Ag)-silver compounds.
Metallic button, malleable, yellow (Au) -gold compounds.
Metallic button, malleable, red (Cu) --copper compounds.
Metallic button, malleable, white (Sn)-tin compounds.

4. Soda Fusion Test for Sulphur.
An intimate mixture of a finely powdered sulphide or sulpho-salt

with about three parts soda is heated in reducing flame. The fused
mass placed on a bright silver coin with several drops of water and
crushed will give a black stain. (Ag2SO).
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5. Treatment with Cobalt Nitrate.

The substance is heated intensely on charcoal before and after
adding a dilute solution of cobalt nitrate:

Deep blue coloration-infusible aluminum compounds and
zinc silicates.

Bright green coloration-zinc compounds, except the sili-
cates, which give a blue coloration.

Bluish green coloration-tin compounds.
Pale pink coloration-magnesium compounds (not very sat-

isfactory test).

PI. Treatment on Charcoal With Bismuth Flux.

An intimate mixture of the substance with an equal quantity of
bismuth flux (2 parts sulphur (S), 1 part potassium iodide (KI)
and 1 part potassium sudphate (KHSOf), is heated gently at one
end of a charcoal tablet:

Greenish-yellow sublimate (PbI2) -lead compounds.
Scarlet sublimate (BiI3)-bismuth compounds.
Faint yellow sublimates (HgI2, etc. )-mercury, arsenic and

antimony compounds.

PII. Borax Beat Tests.

A round loop (78 inch diameter) of platinum wire is heated in
the blowpipe flame and dipped into the powdered borax. The part
that adheres is fused in the flame to a clear globule; this is again
dipped into the borax and the process repeated until a nearly spherical
bead is obtained. The hot bead is touched lightly to a fine powder
of the mineral, and is then heated thoroughly in the oxidizing flame
(0. F.). The degree of solubility of the particles and the colors,
if any, imparted to the bead are carefully noted. It is then heated
continuously for some time in the reducing flame, and any change
noted. The quantity of powdered mineral in the bead is gradually
increased until a distinct reaction is obtained, or until the bead is
saturated with it.

Sulphides, arsenides, antimonides, etc., must first be thoroughly
roasted at dull red heat in order to convert them into oxides; other-
wise no characteristic reaction will occur.



The following table gives the colors imparted to the borax bead by common metals:
00

Violet Blue Green Red Brown Yellow Colorless

Cobalt O.F., R.F.

Chromium O.F., R.F.
R. F. ~

Copper O.F. (Opaque) ...
i:i'
'"Iron R.F. ;:t
i:\

Manganese O.F. R.F. ~...
i:\...

R.F. O.F. '"Molybdenum t.:lO.F. O.F. R. F. ~
Nickel (hot) (cold) Turbid gray ..,

'"i:\
R.F. O.F.

~Tetanium
'"O.F. ....•..

Uranium R.F. ~
Vanadium R.F. O.F.

;=;.
'"R. F. ..,

Tungsten O.F.



VIII. Sodium Meta-phosphate Bead Tests.

Beads of sodium meta-phosphate, NaP02, are made just as with borax. Salt of phosphorous, HNaNHsPO.
4H20, may also be used, for on heating it loses NHa and H2' and is converted into NaPOs' The colors given
in the table below refer to cold beads:

Violet Blue Green Red Yellow 'Colorless
-

Cobalt O. F., R.IF. ~
'"0

Chromium O. F., R. F. ;:l
0

Red ;:!
Copper O.F. (Opaque) ~.

O.F. C"')
Iron (Pale) O.F., R F. '".,-.'"Manganese O.F. R. F.

...
~

I.101ybd'enum R.F. O.F, ?
...•

Nickel O.F., R.F.
...•

Tetanlum R.F. O.F.

Uranium O. F., R.,F.

Vanadium R.F. O.F.

Tungsten R. F. O. ll'.----.~~ ._---

\0
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IX. Reduction Color Tests.

Saturate several sodium phosphate (Na2POa) beads with the sub-
stance and heat on charcoal with metallic tin in reducing flame.
(R. F.). Dissolve in dilute hydrochloric acid HCl), add tin, and
then boil:

Violet solution-titanium compounds.
Deep blue solution-tungsten compounds.
Brown solution-molybdenum compounds.
Green solution-chromium, uranium and vanadium com-

pounds.

X. Soda Bead Tests.

Beads of soda are made as with borax. Use oxiding flame. (0. F.)
Bluish-green opaque bead (N~Mn04)-manganese com-

pounds (a very delicate test).
Yellow opaque bead (Na2CrO,)--chromium compounds.
Effervescence-silica.

XI. Fusibility Tests.

Long thin splinters of the mineral, about the thickness of an ordi-
nary pencil, held with platinum tipped forceps (if at hand), or
wrapped with a coil of platinum wire, are heated in the hottest
part of the flame which is just beyond the tip of the inner cone of a
small sharp oxidizing flame (produced by a rather strong blast).
Metallic substances should be heated on charcoal as they may con-
tain arsenic, antimony or lead, which will alloy with the platinum.
Powders or substances which fly to pieces when heated may be
ground into a paste with a little water, which, after careful drying,
can be heated in the forceps or on charcoal. With the minerals more
difficult to fuse, a smaller fragment than mentioned above, with a
very thin edge or point, should be tested before deciding that it is
infusible.

The following scale of fusibility shows the temperature at which
minerals fuse, and gives certain minerals which fuse in each flame.

SCALE OF FUSIBILITY

(1) Stibnite, Sb2Sg• Fragments larger than standard size fuse
easily in luminous flame (gas or candle; fuses easily in closed tube
below red heat. (Realg-ar, orpiment, sulphur.)
(2) Chalcopyrite, CuFeS2 Standard size fragment fuses in lumi-
nous flame; small fragment fuses in closed tube at red heat. (Galena,
arsenopyrite. )
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3. Almandite Garnet FeaA 12('SiO 4) a. Standard fragment fuses
readily to globule with blowpipe; only thinnest edges rounded in
luminous flame. (Malachite, wernerite, stilbite.)

(4 ) Actinolite, Ca (Mg, Fe) 3 (SiOR) 4. Edges easily rounded
on standard fragment rounded with difficulty; fine splinters fuse
easily to globule. (Tremolite, wollastonite, barite.)

(5) Orthoclase, KA1 SiaOs. Edges of standard fragment rounded
with difficulty; only finest splinters fuse to globule. (Sphalerite,
biotite, scheelite.)

(6) Bronzite, (Mg, Fe) SiOa. Only the finest points and thin-
nest edges can be rounded at all. (Enstatite, calamine, serpentine.)

XII. Hardness.

The resistance that a substance offers to being scratched is called
hardness. It is not a property that can be exactly defined or meas-
ured, but comparative tests are expressed in terms of a so-called scale
of hardness. The scale of hardness consists of ten minerals ranging
from talc, which is very easily scratched by the finger nail, up to dia-
mond, the hardest known substance. The minerals are numbered as
follows:

1. Talc 50· Knife blade.
2. Gypsum. 6. Orthoclase.
20· Finger nail. 7. Quartz.
3. Calcite. 8. Topaz.
4. Fluorite. 9. Corundum.
5. Apatite. 10. Diamond.

The finger nail is about 20, for it scratches gypsum, but is
scratched by calcite. A knife blade is about 50, for it scratches
apatite, but is scratched by orthoclase. The hardness of a mineral is
judged both by its effect on the minerals of the scale and their effect
upon it. If a mineral scratches fluorite, but is scratched by apatite,
it has a hardness of 40. Two minerals of the same hardness will
scratch each other.

Much care should be used in determining the hardness. Some-
times too high a value will be obtained, because a foreign substance
is embedded in the mineral. A soft mineral leaves a mark on a
harder one, so the mark left by a mineral should be a distinct groove.
Minerals made up of grains or fibres should be tested with care,
for a scratch may seem to exist when really it is due to the forcing
apart of the grains. A sandstone made up of quartz grains with a
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hardness of 7 may appear to have a hardness of about 3, because
the grains are rather loosely cemented.

For the convenience of the user of this bulletin a list of the
elements and the symbols commonly used is here inserted. Many of
the elements and their compounds are comparatively rare and some
of them are omitted from this list.

Symbol Element Symbol Element

Al Aluminum Li Lithium
Sb Antimony Mg Magnesium
A Argon Mn Manganese
As Arsenic Hg Mercury
Ba Barium Mo Molybdenum
Be Beryllium Ni Nickel
Bi Bismuth N Nitrogen
B Boron 0 Oxygen
Br Bromine P Phosphorus
Cd Cadmium Pt Platinum
Ca Calcium K Potassium
C Carbon R Radium
CI Chlorine Si Silicon
Cr Chromium Ag Silver
Co Cobalt Na Sodium
Cu Copper Sr Strontium
F Fluorine S Sulphur
Au Gold Te Tellurium
He Helium Sn Tin
H Hydrogen W Tungsten
I Iodine U Uranium
Ir Iridium V Vanadium
Fe Iron Zn Zinc
Pb Lead

ROCK CLASSIFICATION

As an aid to the prospector and field geologist, a brief description
of the common method of classifying rocks is given here. A more
complete classification would, of course, require a more detailed
knowledge of rocks than is here given and more elaborate tests.

A rock has been defined as "any mineral or aggregate of minerals
that forms an essential part of the earth's crust." According to this
definition a rock may be made up of a single mineral or many different
ones, but .it must be quite an extensive formation, distinguishing it
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from the ore deposits, which do not, as a rule, occur on a large
scale.

Rocks generally are divided into three classes:
1. Igneous.
2. Metamorphic.
3. Sedimentary.

An igneous rock is one formed by the solidification of a molten
mass, either upon the surface of the earth or in its depths. The
igneous rocks are characterized in general by their massive struc-
ture, that is, they do not show true bedding or stratification, although
in volcanic flows the successive layers may closely resemble bedding.
All except the very fine textured igneous rocks may be recognized
by their crystalline composition; crystals show characteristic cleav-
ages, and straight-edged outlines. Or if the rock cooled very slowly,
the crystals will not have developed straight-edged outlines, but will
have grown together along irregular boundaries. The rock mass,
however, is evidently made up of different kinds of materials.

There are no definite lines of demarcation between the different
types of igneous rocks; one geologist may give a rock one name, while
another may place the same rock in a different group. This is
because these rocks form a series in which one type merges gradually
into the next, and the transition specimens may be put into either
class. For example, a rock containing orthoclase, and plagioclase
feldspar, quartz, biotite and hornblende might be classed either as a
granite or a quartz diorite. The distinction between the two is that
in a granite, orthoclase is the predominant feldspar, while in quartz
diorite, there is more plagioclase.

The reason why igneous rocks form a graded series is that they
result from the cooling of molten masses which are really solutions
of the rock forming elements. When such a solution, called a
"magma," solidifies, the cond itions of temperature and pressure de-
termine the progress and nature of the crystallization of the mineral
forming elements; and since these conditions are subject to variations,
the resuI ting rocks show corresponding differences. The chemical
composition of the different magmas may show gradations which de-
termine the type of the resulting rocks. The field classification is
based upon rock texture and mineralogical composition.
Rock Textures.

It is evident that if a molten mass is chilled very quickly the
processes of crystallization will be entirely arrested or confined to
merely the initial stages. Such conditions would cause the formation
of glasses. These may have been poured out upon the surface, or may
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have been brought suddenly into contact with cold rocks under-
ground.

If crystallization had just started and a few crystals developed in
a non-crystalline, or very finely crystalline matrix or ground mass,
the texture of the rhyolites, dacites, basalts, etc., results. The texture
is said to be "felsitic" when the rock is made up of crystals too small
to be seen with the unaided eye •

If the matrix or ground mass forms a greater part of the rock
than the phenocrysts (crystals with complete crystal outlines) the
texture is porphyritic and the rocks are called rhyolite (or andesite
or basalt, etc.) porphyries. With the phenocrysts forming a greater
proportion of the rock than the ground mass, the texture is also
porphyritic, but the name of the next succeeding group is prefixed,
giving the granite porphyries, gabbro porphyries, etc.

The granitic texture results when the rock mass has cooled very
slowly, so that all the constituents crystallize before any particular
ones have finished their growth, giving an equigranular rock of pheno-
crysts. In this division belong the granites, diorites, gabbros, etc.

The table which is given below for the easy classification of igneous
rocks divides rocks according to the predominating minerals in them,
and also according to the character and number of the phenocrysts.
To help in the use of the table some of the common minerals
found in rocks are described here and certain terms defined.

The principal rock forming minerals are:

Quartz Hornblende
Orthoclase feldspar Pyroxene
Plagioclase feldspar Olivene
Biotite

Quartz cannot be scratched with a knife and has a glassy appear-
ance on fresh surfaces. It occurs in rocks in hexagonal crystals or
as rounded grains, and also as a cementing material or ground mass
between other crystals.

Orthoclase feldspar may be scratched by quartz. When fresh it
is scratched only with difficulty by a knife blade; as it alters or
weathers it becomes clayey and is easily scratched. It is distinguished
by its cleavage; it breaks in a blocky manner with the shining cleav-
age faces at right angles and showing no grooves (striae). The color
is white, pale yellow, or pink in mass.

Plagioclase feldspar is distinguished from orthoclase by flashing
the shining cleavage faces so that they reflect the light, when they
will show grooving or striations, which look like parallel scratches.
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The surface may also show a play of iridescent colors. The color is
usually gray in mass.

Biotite is readily scratched by a knife blade. It characteristically
occurs in flakes or scales which may show a six-sided outline. The
crystals can usually be separated into thin sheets which are elastic.
The color is black or brown in mass.

Hornblende is scratched with difficulty by a knife blade. The
crystals are characteristically long and narrow (prismatic). The
color is dull dark green to black in mass.

Pyroxene is scratched by a knife blade. The crystals are usually
short. It is distinguished from hornblende by its different cleavage
angles (900

) and the shorter crystal form. The color is pale ~retn
to nearly black.

Olivine is scarcely scratched with a knife. It usually OCCUI'! in
translucent grains; it is insoluble. The color is characteristically
green, also yellow. The grains often resemble fragments of broken
bottle glass.

The following terms used in the table for igneous rocks are aere
defined:

Phaneric rocks are those which have cooled slowly and which are
composed entirely of crystalline materials which are easily visible.

Porphyritic rocks are those with crystals set in a fine ground mass.

Phaneric-borphyritic-s-tcciss composed of phaneric crystals with
one kind larger than the other.

A phanitic-N ot composed of visible crystals or grains. Pheno-
crysts may be set in an aphanitic ground mass.

A phanitic-porphyritic-composed of crystals or grains set in an
aphanitic ground mass.
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TABLE FOR CLASSIFICATION OF IGNEOUS ROCKS

Essential ,-!uartz Feidspar ua,,: Dark
Minerals and Feldspar Dark Minerals Minerals

Feldspar Minerals Feldspar Only

Phaneric-
Equi- Granite Syenite Diorite Gabbro Peridotite

granular

Phaneric-
Porphyritic Granite ~ Syenite' Diorite' Gabbro' Peridotite'

Aphanitic- Rhyolite' Trachyte 'If Andesite' Basalt 'If Basalt 'If
Porphyritic or or or or or

'If rhyolite , trachite 'If andesite 'If basalt 'If basalt

Aphanitic Rhyolite Trachyte Andesite Basalt Basalt

Families Granite ~venite Diorite Gabbro Peridotite,. This sign is used to indicate porphyry.

CLASTIC ROCKS

A clastic rock is one composed of fragments of some earlier forma-
tion. The clastic rocks may be separated into four classe:

1. Material laid down from mechanical suspension in water.
2. Material ejected by volcanoes, possibly deposited with a

good deal of water.
3. Material transported by the wind.
4. Material deposited from solution.

The rocks of the first class are commonly called "sedimentary
rocks" since they are laid down as sediments from water in river
beds, lake and sea bottoms. The distinguishing feature of sedi-
mentary rocks is bedding, or stratification; this results from the
laying down of successive layers of material of different character,
which may be seen on any beach at the present time. Close to the
shore are larger stones and pebbles, further out sand is deposited; a
slight subsidence of the shore line would result in sand being laid
over the pebbles; if the sinking continued, mud would cover the
sand, and the next stage, if it were an ocean bottom, would be the
deposition of shells and skeletons of marine animals. Due to the
pressure of overlying beds, such a series would appear as conglorn-
ate, sandstone, shale and limestone.
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In general, rounded polished surfaces are typical of the sedimentary
fragments; the material is usually sorted or classified since coarse
material is not transported so readily as fine sand or silt. Other
traces of water action, such as ripple marks, may also be seen.

Glacial material is usually unsorted (but may show water polish-
ing) and the different fragments may be quite different in origin.

Volcanic material may consist of coarse and fine fragments to-
gether, or may be classified to some extent as a result of heavy rains
accompanying the eruption. The resulting tuffs and breccias are
sometimes very hard to identify, especially when they have been
subjected to alteration or metamorphism.

Exact classification of the sedimentary rocks may be made on the
basis of the size and shape of the component fragments, but for the
field work it will be sufficient to place the rock in the following
tabulation:

A. Breccia-angular fragments cemented.
1. Fault breccia, formed of the fragments crushed in fault

movement.
2. Talus breccia-resulting from the accumulation of broken

fragments upon a slope.
3. Volcanic breccia-fragments ejected by a volcano or caught

up in an igneous mass.

B. Mechanical sediments.
1. Conglomerate, a rock consisting of cemented fragments of

varying sizes, showing water action, or wind polishing.
2. Arkose, a sedimentary rock consisting of feldspar, quarts.

and possibly, mica.
3. Sandstone, composed of quartz chiefly, rounded grains, rela-

tively small and water sorted to finer sizes.
4. Shale, composed of the finer material, usually clayey, de-

posited after the fine sandstones.
5. Clay and marl, the last products of the sorting and water

deposition processes.

C. Organic sediments.
1. Limestones, made up of calcareous shells, and skeletons of

marine animals.
2. Infusorial earth, composed of the minute siliceous shells of

microscopic marine animals.
3. Siliceous sinters, or hot spring deposits.

D. Other organic remains, and chemical precipitates.
In this group come the iron ores, coal, gypsum, salt, etc.
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THE METAMORPHIC ROCKS

This group perhaps forms a larger part of the earth's crust than
the other two combined, since it is comparatively rare for a rock
formation not to be changed to some extent. But since the meta-
morphic rocks are other types altered, it is hardly necessary to attempt
a complete separate classification.

The agents of metamorphism are (1) dynamic action=-folding and
shearing of the rock formations, and (2) chemical action.

When a coarse textured rock has been compressed, folded and
sheared, the crystals or fragments are elongated and the rock has a
striped or banded appearance, which may in some cases resemble
bedding; such a rock is called a "gneiss" and may result from meta-
morphism of some coarser igneous types. Thus there are granite,
Ir-lbbro, or diorite gneisses. A conglomerate gneiss results from the
shearing of a coarser sedimentary rock.

If the leaves or laminae are thinner so that the rock splits readily
along more or less parallel planes, it is called a "schist." The rhyo-
lite and andesite schists are derived from the corresponding igneous
types. The schist are often classified according to the ferro-mag-
nesian mineral present--so that there are mica schists, hornblende
schists, etc. Their origin is often obscure and hard to determine.

Quartzites are formed by the metamorphism of sandstones; some-
times no trace of the original grains and bedding planes can be found
in the field, in which case the rock may be confused with quartz
of igneous origin.

Slates result from the metamorphism of the finer sediments under
dynamic action. They are distinguished by blocky fracture or sheeted
structure, due to the development of a cleavage at an angle with the
bedding planes.

Limestones, when closely folded, show varying degrees of crystal-
lization, ranging from large rhombic crystals of calcite to fine
sparkling "frosty" surfaces. The traces of fossils become very ob-
scure, and even bedding planes may be obliterated. Impure lime-
stones when metamorphosed form "ophicalcites," in which masses
of serpentine are surrounded by calcite and dolomite.

Tales and serpentines may result from the metamorphism of im-
pure limestones, but are chiefly due to the alteration of basic ig-neous
rocks.

Under the influence of chemical action, various changes take place
in the original reck types. The igneous rocks may be largely silicified
and their original character lost. Limestone. develop aggrei!atei of
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garnet and other metamorphic minerals. Replacement of limestone
by silica gives a rock which may be taken for quartzite; the texture
is usually fine and traces of the original bedding may be found.
Such silicified limestones are frequently called "quartzite," "flint"
or "horns tone. "

A variety of problems confront the field observer, some of which
can be solved only by a microscopic study of a thin section of the rock
and this is the work of a trained petrographer.

TABLE FOR THE EXAMINATION OF ROCKS

A. Igneous Rocks.
1. Texture, historical deductions.
2. Mineralogical composition.

a. Essential minerals.
b. Accessory minerals.

3. Relative Age of the Minerals.
a. Minerals formed with crystal boundaries are older

than the surrounding ones, without crystal boundaries.
b. Included minerals are older than those which include

them.
c. Minerals abutting without crystal boundaries are of

the same age, approximately.
d. Intergrown minerals are of the same age.
e. Minerals cutting others are younger than the ones

they cut.
4. Alteration and Metamorphism.

a. Degree of change, extent to which original minerals
are changed.

b. Character of the change, secondary minerals due to
alteration, metamorphic minerals .•..

B. Sedimentary Rocks.
1. Relative sizes and shapes of the component minerals.

a, Unsorted material, large and small fragments together
imply that the source of the material is near at hand

or that the transporting agent is very powerful.
b. Angular grains, fresh in appearance indicate disinte-

gration without decomposition, and little movement
from source.

c. Rounded grains, fresh, imply disintegration and trans-
portation of material.

d. Sorted material, where the grains are similar in min-
eralogical character, indicate that the deposits were
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made some distance from the source, or the original
rock disintegrated and weathered also, differentiating
the more resisting minerals.

2. Look for fragments which give some clue as to the source
from which the sedimentary material is derived.

3. Determine the character and probable origin of secondary
or cementing material.

C. With metamorphic rocks try to determine:
1. The nature of the original constituents and the original

rock. Look for traces of original minerals in forms of
cleavage.

2. The nature of the alteration.
a. Dynamic-folding, shearing, etc., distortion of crystals

or fragments.
b. Chemical change, older minerals partially dissolved

by later ones.
3. The history or sequence of the changes.
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MINERALS

(FOR UNFAMILIAR TERMS SEE GLOSSARY AT END)

ALABASTER. (Anhydrous gypsum) CaS04•

Locality:-Occurs in Superstition mountain; near Pueblo Viego;
near Sulphur Springs; in La Gila Range, and elsewhere.

Distinguishing Features :-See Gypsum.
Occurrence :-See Gypsum.

ANDRADITE. (Calcium-Iran-Garnet. Black Garnet. Common
Garnet.) CaaFe2 rs.o.);
Locality:-See Garnet.
Distinguishing Features :-May contain manganese, ferrous and

ferric iron, titanium, or yttrium. Color may be brownish red, brown,
grayish black, black, various shades of yellow or green. Hardness, 7.
Sp. Gr. varies from 3.5 to 4.2. Fusibility 3 to 4. Insoluble before
fusion but after fusion gelatinizes with hydrochloric acid. (HCl).

Occurrence :-In crystalline limestones, especially at contacts, ae-
sociated with wollastonite, diopside, vesuvianite, etc. In nepheline
and lencite bearing lava, such as phonolites.

Uses :-Used as an abrasive, especially for finishing wood and
leather. Transparent varieties are used for gems.

ANGLESITE. PbSO~.
Locality:- Tombstone district, Cochise County; Gila County at

Lost Gulch mine, near Globe; Mohave County, in Mineral Park;
Pima County, in Mammoth mine; Yavapai County, in ores of BraiJ-
shaw mountains; Yuma County, in Castle Dome district; common
in silver veins.

Distinguishing Features :-Brittle. Hardness 3. Sp, Gr. 6.1 to
6.4. Adamantine lustre, sometimes resinous or greasy. Transparent
to opaque. Colorless, white, yellow, brown, green, or blue. White
streak.

Blowpipe Tests:-Fuses easily in candle flame. Reacts for lead
and sulphur. Slightly soluble in nitric acid. Powdered anglesite
soluble in warm concentrated sulphuric acid. Soluble 'in
NH~C2Ha02 (made by neutralizing acetic acid with ammonia).

Occurrence :-Anglesite is a common oxidation product of lead
minerals, especially galena. Hence it is found in cracks and cavities
in galena. Also occurs in masses with a banded structure.

Uses :-Anglesite is an ore of lead.
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ANTIMONY ORES. (See Jamesonite and Stibnite.)

ARGENTITE. (Silver Glance.) Ag2S.

Locality:-Mohave County, in pre-Cambian granite gneiss in
Chloride, Mineral Park, and Stockton Hill districts; Pinal County,
at Silver King; Santa Cruz County, at Montezuma and Empress of
India mines, Tyndall district; Yavapai County, in ores of Bradshaw
mountains.

Distinguishing F eatures i=-The crystals are isometric, the only
common form being the cube. Crystals are often arranged in parallel
position. Conchoidal fracture, not very distinct; malleable, sectile;
takes impression. Hardness, 2 to 2.5. Sp. Gr., 7.2 to 7.4. Color
is dark lead gray, almost black. Fresh surfaces show high metallic
lustre, but on exposure soon becomes dull and black. Shiny streak.

Blowpipe Tests:-Easily fusible. (10) On charcoal yields a
malleable button of silver. Soluble in nitric acid, with separation
of sulphur. Hydrochloric acid gives white precipitate, (AgCl)
soluble in ammonium hydroxide. (NH40H.)

Occurrence :-As a vein mineral associated with other silver min-
erals : also associated with cobalt and nickel minerals.

Uses :-Argentite is an important ore of silver.

ARSENOPYRITE. (Mispickel, Arsenical Pyrite.) FeAsS.

Locality:-Mohave county, in pre-Cambian granite gneiss, in
Chloride and Mineral Park districts; Minnesota-Connor, Windy
Point, and Queen Bee mines; (carries gold and silver; not mined
for arsenic). Yavapai County, in veins of Bradshaw mountains; car-
ries gold and some silver at l\1cCabe mine.

Distinguishing F eatures :-Arsenopyrite is found in well-formed
crystals, as well as in disseminated grains and compact masses. Dis-
tinct prismatic cleavage. Uneven fracture. Brittle. Hardness, 5.5
to 6. Sp. Gr., 5. 9 to 6.2. Color is tin-white to a light steel gray,
tarnishing to brass yellow or gray. Streak is black. Opaque; metal-
lic lustre.

Blowpipe Tests :-Fusibility 2. On charcoal gives garlic odor and
a black magnetic globule. In the closed tube on further heating an
arsenic mirror is formed. Soluble in nitric acid with the separation
of sulphur.

Occurrence :-As a vein mineral. Commonly associated with the
ores of tin, nickel, cobalt, silver, gold and lead; also with pyrite,
chalcopyrite, and sphalerite.
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Uses :-Arsenopyrite is the chief source of the white arsenic
(AszOs) of commerce.

ASBESTOS. (Chrysotile.) H4Mg3Si209•

Locality:-Coconino County, associated with serpentine in lime-
stone at Grand View and Bass camps, Grand Canyon; Gila County,
fine specimen found on Ash Creek, 35 miles northeast of Globe, and
in massive serpentine 20 miles west of Globe.

Distinguishing Features :-Chrysotile is one of the two distinct
modifications of serpentine, and is more common than the other,
antigorite. Chrysotile is characterized by its fibrous structure. It
occurs in several varieties: (1) common serpentine; (2) precious
serpentine; (3) verd-antique, or ophicalite; and 4 () fibrous serpen-
tine, or asbestos. The latter consists of delicate, fine, parallel fibres,
which can be easily separated. Fibres are flexible and adapted for
spinning. Silky to silky metallic lustre. Various shades of green in
color, also yellowish and brownish. Usually found in narrow veins.
The fibres extend across the veins. Sometimes called short-fibred
asbestos.

Uses :-Asbestos is ued extensively in the manufacture of non-con-
ductors of heat and incombustible materials, such as cloth, board,
felt, rope, paper, paint, cement, and theatre curtains.

AZURITE. (Hydrous Carbonate of Copper.) Cua(OH)2(COs),'
Locality:-Cochise County, was abundant at the Copper Queen

mine, Bisbee district. The finest specimens of azurite in many mu-
seums have come from this mine. Gila and Pinal Counties; rare in
Globe district. Greenlee County, large masses in Longfellow, Man-
g-anese Blue, and Shannon mines. Yavapai County, in ores of Brad-
shaw mountains.

Distinguishing Features :-Usually compact, in renin form and
botryoidal masses, often with a velvety, radial fibrous structure; also
earthy and in crusts. Uneven fracture; brittle. Hardness, 3.5 to 4.
Sp. Gr. 3.7 to 3.8. Vitreous to adamantine lustre. Light azure
to deep blue in color. Translucent to opaque.

Blowpipe T ests :-Streak, light blue. Easily fusible at 3, giving
a green flame which is made blue by HCI. In closed tube it turns
black and gives off H20. Soluble in acids with effervescence.

Occurrence :-As secondary mineral in the upper oxidized zone of
copper deposits. It is usually associated with malachite and has been
formed after the malachite.
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Uses :-Azurite is one of the so-called oxidized copper ores. Some-
times used for pigment in paint, but is not very durable. (Color
changes to green.)

AZURlVIALACHITE. (Carbonate of Copper.)
Locality:-Cochise County, blue azurite and green malachite, an

ornamental stone found in the copper mines of the Bisbee district.
Mohave County, an impregnation of porphyry at John Kay mine,
Mineral Park.

Occurrence and Blowpipe Tests :-Same as for azurite.

BISMUTH.
Locality :-N ative bismuth not known to occur in Arizona. The

telluride of bismuth is found in Yavapai County in the Montgomery
mine, at Minnehaha, and near Bradshaw City.

Distinguishing Features :-Crystals of native bismuth are rare. It
is reticulated, arborescent, in plates; also foliated and compact masses.
Perfect basal cleavage. Brittle, easily pulverized with the hammer.
Sectile, somewhat malleable when heated. Hardness, 2.5. Sp, Gr.,
9.8. Metallic lustre. Reddish silver-white in color, often shows
brassy yellow tarnish color.

Blowpipe Tests :-Easily fusible at (1) to a malleable globule,
which is brittle on the edges. With bismuth flux on charcoal gives
a bright red sublimate. Soluble in nitric acid. The solution diluted
with water gives a white precipitate. «(BiO) Noa.)

Occurrence :-As a vein mineral, usually associated with cobalt
and silver minerals.

Uses :-N ative bismuth is the chief source of the bismuth of com-
merce, which is used principally in alloys.

BORNITE. (Peacock Ore.) Cu5FeS4•

Locality:-Cochise County, small quantities in quartz veins in
Whetstone mountains. Mohave County, at Altata and Pinkham
mines, Chloride district; Santa Cruz County, small quantity at Line
Boy prospect, near Duquesne; Yavapai County, common in copper
veins.

Distinguishing Features :-Bornite occurs in masses, very rarely in
rough cubic crystals. Conchoidal to uneven fracture. Hardness, 3.
Sp, Gr., 5.1. Metallic lustre. Color on fresh surface is a brownish-
red bronze, with purple tarnish.

Blowpipe Tests :-Fusible at 2Yz on charcoal reducing flame to a
magnetic globule. Streak, gray black. In closed tube gives a faint
sublimate of sulphur. Soluble in nitric acid with the separation of
sulphur. Also concentrated hydrochloric acid.
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Occurrence :-( 1) As a vein mineral associated with chalcocite and

chalcopyrite. (2) As a contact mineral between limestones and
igneous rocks. (3) As a product of secondary enrichment.

Uses :-Bornite is an important are of copper.

BROCHANTITE. (Oxide of Copper.) CuS043Cu (OH)2.
Locality:-Cochise County, small quantities often associated with

cuprite in Copper Queen and Calumet & Arizona mines; Greenlee
County, common with malachite in Clifton-Morenci district; mined
at Shannon, Metcalf, Copper Mountain, and Montezuma mines;
Yavapai County, United Verde mine, Jerome.

Distinguishing Features :-Brochantite is found in small, short
prismatic crystals with vertical striations. Also rein form with fibrous
structure and as drusy crusts. Perfect cleavage. Hardness, 3.5 to 4.
Sp. Gr., 3.9. Emerald to blackish green in color. Vitreous to pearly
lustre. Transparent to translucent.

Blowpipe Tests :-Streak, light green; fusible at 3.5. In closed
tube turns black and gives off water. Insoluble in water. Soluble in
nitric acid, without effervescence (distinction from malachite, which
it greatly resembles). Fuses on charcoal and yields a globule of
metallic copper. Reacts for sulphur with soda on charcoal.

Occurrence :-A secondary mineral associated with other copper
minerals-malachite, azurite and cuprite.

BROWN IRON ORE. (See Limonite.)

CARNOTITE. (Ore of Uranium.)
Locality :-N avajo Reservation.
Carnotite is an impure uranyl vanadate. It contains a high per-

centage of uranium, and is a possible source of radium.

CEMENT MATERIAL.
Locality:-Occurs in many places, as at Flagstaff and near Phoe-

nix. Was utilized at Roosevelt Dam. Portland cement is made
from limestone containing varying amounts of magnesia, silica, and
alumina. After ignition this will set under water.

CELESTITE. (Stronium Sulphate.) SrS04•

Locality:-Maricopa County, occurs at Gila Bend.
Distinguishing Features :-Occurs also in fibrous and cleavable

masses; more rarely granular, globular, or earthy. Perfect basal and
good prismatic cleavages . Uneven fracture. Hardness, 3 to 3.5.
Sp. Gr., 3.9. Vitreous to pearly lustre, on fracture surfaces some-
what greasy. Color is white, pale blue, sometimes red, and colorless.

Blowpipe Tests:-Fusible at (b) giving a crimson red flame
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especially with hydrochloric acid. The water solution of the soda
fusion gives a whte precipitate with BaCl2 (barium chloride) which
is insoluble in HCl. Insoluble in acids.

Occurrence :-( 1) Disseminated in shales, limestones, and dolo-
mites. Dissemination may be in the form of well developed crystals
or as irregular particles of varying sizes. (2) In cracks and cavities
of rocks of varying ages but principally of sedimentary origin. Here
celestite is a secondary formation, having been derived from the over-
lying and adjoining celestite-bearing rocks by the action of circulat-
ing water.

Uses :-Celestite is used to small extent in the manufacture of
strontium compounds.

CERARGYRITE. (Horn Silver.) AgCl.
Location :-Mohave County, in the pre-Cambrian granite gneiss,

in Chloride, Cerbat, and Stockton Hill districts; mined at Distaff
mine, Chloride distritc; Gila County, Black Warrior district; Yava-
pai County, Bradshaw mountain district; common in silver mine;
Santa Cruz County, Tyndall district; Cochise County, Common-
wealth mine, Pearce.

Distinguishing Features :-Crystals are rare and poorly developed.
Usually massive and disseminated, as a crust or coating; stalactitic,
dendritic. No cleavage; conchoidal fracture. Highly sectile; waxy.
Hardness, 1.5. Sp, Gr., 5.5. Pearly gray, yellowish, greenish, or
white in color; on exposure to light turns violet, brown or black.
Resinous adamantine lustre. Transparent to translucent. When
rubbed becomes shiny.

Blowpip~ TfSts:-On charcoal fuses easily at 1, giving a silver
button. A fragment touched with NaP03 (sodium phosphate) bead
saturated with CuO (copper oxide) gives an intense azure blue
flame. Insoluble in acids. Slowly soluble in NH40H (ammonia).

Occurrence :-A secondary mineral in the upper part of silver de-
posits. It is formed by the action of chloride-bearing waters on other
silver minerals, and therefore is prominent in arid regions.

Uses :-Important ore of silver.

CERUSSITE. Lead Carbonate) PbCOz' (White Lead Ore.)
Locality:-Cochise County, Bisbee district; Gila County, Red

Cloud mine; Greenlee county, mined for gold values at Horneyer
mine, Morenci : Mohave County, in Mineral Park district, Tyler
mine; Pima County, in Greaterville placer deposits; (silver and gold
values); Pinal County, Haley claim, 20 miles east of Ray; Santa
Cruz County, Morning and Flux mines.
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Distinguishing Features :-Crystals often arranged in clusters or

star-shaped groups. Also compact, in granular and, more rarely,
fibrous masses; reninform, stalactitic, in crusts, and earthy. Distinct
prismatic cleavage, conchoidal fracture. Brittle. Hardness, 3 to 3.5.
Sp. Gr., 6.5. Colorless, white, gray, yellow, brown, blue, green and
black. Greasy or resinous lustre. Transparent to translucent.

Blowpipe Tests :-Streak white. Fuses easily. In closed tube de-
crepitates and becomes yellow. Heated on charcoal in reducing flame,
it gives a metallic button and a yellow coating. Soluble in HN02

(nitric acid) with effervescence. Soluble in HCI (hydrochloric
acid), but on cooling, needle crystals of adamantine lustre, PbCl2
(lead chloride) separate out.

Occurrence :-As a secondary mineral derived from galena. It
occurs especially in the gossan of ore deposits.

Uses :-Cerussite is an ore of lead and sometimes argentiferous.

CHALCANTHITE. (Blue Vitrol or Blue Stone.) CuSO. 5H20.
Locality:-Greenlee County, small quantities mined at Copper

Mountain, Clifton-Morenci district; Yavapai County, considerable
quantity formerly in United Verde mine, Jerome district.

Distinguishing Features :-Generally occurs in crusts with renin-
form, stalactitic or fibrous structure. Imperfect cleavage. Conchoidal
fracture. Hardness, 2.5. Sp. Gr., 2... Brittle. Vitreous lustre.
Color varies from deep to sky or greenish blue. Translucent. Dis-
agreeable metallic taste.

Blowpipe Tests:-Fusibility, 3. Green flame. Reducible to me-
tallic copper with soda on charcoal. Readily soluble in water yielding
a blue solution. The water solution placed on metallic iron (knife
blade) gives a film of copper. In a closed tube turns white, then
black, yieJding abundant water.

Occurrence :-A secondary mineral often found in abandoned mine
drifts.

Uses :-Rarely occurs in sufficient quantities to be of commercial
importance. Artificial compound used extensively in copper plating,
in batteries, as a mordant, preservative of timber, for spraying
plants, etc.

CHALCEDONY. SiO,.
Lorality:-Grcenlee County, 10 limestone in Clifton-Morenci dis-

trict; also loose on Shannon mountain; Mohave County, gray,
purplish, and white on western slope of River Range and other 10-
calities : Santa Cruz County, Grosvenor Hills. (See Chrysoprase.)

Distinguishing Features :-A transparent to translucent variety of
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quartz, having a wavy lustre. May be stalactitic, botryoidal, con-
cretionary, and often lines cavities. Is white, grayish, pale to dark
brown, blue, or black. Fracture more or less conchoidal. No cleav-
age. Hardness, 7. Sp. Gr., 2.6.

Blowpipe Tests :-Same as for quartz. Chalcedony is more soluble
in KOH (potassium hydroxide) than quartz.

Occurrence :-( 1) As a secondary mineral in seams and cavities
of various rocks, especially the volcanic igneous rocks. (2) As chert,
or flint, and jasper, which occur in concretions, lenses, or layers in
sedimentary rocks.

Uses :-Agate, chrysoprase (apple green translucent chalcedony)
and jasper are used as ornamental stones.

CHALCOCITE. (Copper Glance.) CUzS.
Locality:-Common below oxidized zone in most copper mines of

the state. Cochise County, formerly most important sulphide near
Bisbee; in Copper Queen, Calumet & Arizona, and other mines, but
chalcopyrite has succeeded it at greater depth. Abundant in massive
form in Shattuck mine, Bisbee. Gila and Pinal counties, the essen-
tial constituent of the disseminated ores in schist and porphyry at
Ray and Miami; in Old Dominion mine, near Globe; with bornite
forms rich ore of Queen mine at Superior; Greenlee County, prin-
cipal copper mineral in Clifton district; in Ryerson and other mines;
Mohave County, Chloride district; Pima County, occurs in Cobriza
mine, Cababi district; Yavapai County, in copper-silver veins of Brad-
shaw mountains; Yuma County, in prospects at Cinnebar, 8 miles
southwest of Quartzite.

Distinguishing Features :-Crystals are usually thick tabular or
short prismatic. Usually compact and disseminated mass; granular.
Indistinct prismatic cleavage. Conchoidal to uneven fracture. Hard-
ness, 2. 5. Sp, Gr., 5.7. Metallic lustre on fresh surface, which
soon becomes dull to black. Color, dark lead gray, often tarnished
blue or greenish; streak, shiny lead gray.

Blowpipe Tests :-Fusibility (2). Unaltered in closed tube. In
reducing flame on charcoal gives metallic copper. Soluble in HN03

(nitric acid), giving brown-red fumes, residue of sulphur, and a
green solution.

Occurrence :-(1) As a vein mineral. (2) As a product of sec-
ondary enrichment. (3) As a replacement of lignite.

Uses:-Chalcocite is a valuable are of copper on account of its
high percentage of copper.
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CHALCOPYRITE. (Copper Pyrites.) CuFeS2•

Locality:-Found in nearly all the copper mines of the State. Co-
chise County, in massive form in Bisbee district; Gila and Pinal
counties, abundant with specularite in Gibson mine as vein in schist,
Globe district; with pyrite in veinlets and in disseminated form in
so-called "primary ore" of mines at Miami and Ray. Greenlee
County, small proportion in copper ore bodies in Clifton-Morenci
district. Mohave County, primary ore of Chloride district, in Pay
Roll and Redemption mines; primary ore, Mineral Park district, in
Keystone, Windy Point and other mines; Cerbat district, in Cerbat
and Alpha mines; Stockton Hill district, in Banner Group and
Treasure Hill mines; Helvetia and Silver Bell districts. Pima
County, important copper ore at Old Boot, Leader and Ridley mines;
occurs also in quartz veins at McCleary prospects, 10 uiles south-
west of Helvetia. Santa Cruz County, in Tyndall district at Ameri-
can Boy mine. Yavapai County, in ores of Bradshaw mountains
and United Verde mine, Jerome district.

Distinguishing Features :-Chalcopyrite occurs in crystals, in
masses, and disseminated through the rock. Faces of large crystals
are often dull, striated, and furrowed. Conchoidal to uneven frac-
ture. Hardness, 3.5 to 4. Sp. Gr., 4.2. Brittle. Brass to gold yel-
low in color. Tarnishes to various blue, purple and black tints.
Iridescent.

Blowpipe Tests:-Greenish-black streak. On charcoal fusible at
2, to a magnetic globule, which, heated with soda, gives a copper
button. In closed tube decrepitates and gives a sublimate of sulphur.
Soluble in HNOs (nitric acid) to a green solution with separation
of sulphur.

Occurrence:-(1) As a vein mineral associated with pyrite, zalena,
sphalerite, etc. (2) In basic igneous rocks. (3) Disseminated through
massive pyrite. (4) In folds of schist and gneiss. (5) As a contact
mineral with magnetite or hematite.

Uses:-Chalcopyrite is the principal are of copper.

CHRYSOCOLLA. (Silicate of Copper.) CuSi022H20.
Locality:-Cochise County, Bisbee district, Calumet & Arizona

mine ,3 miles north of Dragoon; not abundant. Coconino County,
in sandstone of White Mesa of N avaj 0 Indian Reservation. Gila
and Pinal Counties, formerly a more important are than at present;
in Globe district abundant at Live Oak, Keystone, Black Warrior,
Geneva and Black Copper mines. Graham County, common, but
not important in Clifton-Morenci district. Yavapai County, in
Bradshaw Mountain district, common in outcrops of copper veins.
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Distinguishing Features:-Apparently amorphous. Never found
in crystals. Occurs in earthy masses, in crustations and seams. Some-
times reninform, botryoidal, and stalactitic. Conchoidal fracture.
Hardness, 2 to 4. Sp, Gr., 2 to 2.2. Shiny, vitreous, greasy lustre.
Various shades of green and blue; when impure, brown to black.

Blowpipe Tests :-Pure varieties have a greenish white streak. In-
fusible. Colors the flame green. In the closed tube it blackens and
gives water; Decomposed by hydrochloric acid (HCI) without
gelatinization.

Occurrence :-A secondary mineral, often associated with mala-
chite, azurite, and cuprite, and usually found in the upper workings
of mines ..

Uus :-Chrysocolla is one of the so-called oxidized ores of copper.

CHRYSOLITE. (See Olivine.)

CHRYSOPRASE. (Blue-green Chalcedony.)
Locality :-Gila County, "blue chrysoprase" at Live Oak and Key-

stone mines, near Miami. Mohave County, true chrysoprase on west
slope of River Range.

Distinguishing Features :-Apple green in color.
Blowpipe Tuts:-See Chalcedony.
Occurrence :-See Chalcedony.

CINNABAR. (Native Vermilion.) HgS.
Locality:-Gila County, reported at Rye. Maricopa County. Yav-

apai County, reported at Skull Valley. Yuma County, sparsely dis-
tributed in veins at Cinnabar, 14 miles from Ehrenberg.

Distinguishing Features :-Cinnabar often occurs in minute crystals
in cavities. The crystals are hexagonal, of variable habit. Cinnabar
usually occurs disseminated through the rock and in massive and
earthy forms. Prismatic cleavage. Even in massive varieties, re-
flections from minute cleavage planes may be seen. Hardness, 2.5.
Sp, Gr., 8.0. Adamantine lustre. Scarlet to dark red; black when
impure. Slightly setile, Streak cochineal red.

Blowpipe Tests:-Volatile if pure. In the closed tube with dry soda
cinnabar gives a sublimate of metallic mercury (little drops when
rubbed with a wire). Soluble (with difficulty) in nitric acid
(HN03). Soluble in aqua regia.

Occurrence :-1n stock work deposits, i. e. scattered through the
rock in stringers, etc., rather than in distinct veins. Often associated
with serpentine.

Uses :-Cinnabar is practically the only ore of mercury.
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CLAY. (Brick.)

Locality:-Cochise County, clay made into common and front ';
brick at Benson, Douglas and Naco. Coconino County, at Williams
and Flagstaff. Maricopa County, small quantity dug at Snowflake.
Pima County, at Tucson. Pinal County, at Florence. Santa Cruz
County, at Nogales. Yavapai County, at Mayer and Prescott.

Distinguishing Features :-Clay occurs in beds which result from
the decomposition of the feldspars and other silicates. Clay beds are
composed in part of some hydrous aluminum silicate such as kaolinite,
but usually with intermixed quartz, mica, undecomposed feldspar,
oxides and sulphides of iron. Their properties and uses depend chiefly
upon their composition. The clay industries include the manufacture
of common brick, fire brick, paving brick and hydraulic cement,
earthen ware, stoneware, porcelain, etc., etc.

CLAY. (China.) See Kaolin.

CLAY. (Fire, Graphitic.)

Locality:-Cochise County, mined in Whetstone mountains near
Benson.

Distinguishing Features :-Burns white. Used for lining con-
verters. Also used for the manufacture of pressed brick.

COAL. (Bituminous.)
Locality:-Pinal County, Deer Creek field, at the eastern end of

the county, 35 miles southeast of Globe, and east of Winkelman i"
area 30 sq. miles; two workable beds, 24 to 30 inches; blocking and' .
~~ i

Distinguishing Features :-Bituminous coal ranks next to anthra-'
cite in the percentage of fixed carbon present, which varies from 75
to 90%. It is amorphous and compact, generally showing stratifica-
tion; occasionally fibrous. Brittle. Brown to black in color. Browrr
to grayish brown streak. Vitreous, pitchy or greasy lustre. Con-.
choidal to cubical fracture. Hardness, 2 to 2.5. Sp. Gr., 1.15 to
1.5. Imparts no, or but a slight color to a solution of potassium
hydroxide (canster potash). Burns with a yellow smoky flame.

Occurrence :-In beds which may be tilted or folded at varying
angles.

Uses :--of great importance as fuel.

COAL. (Sub-bituminous.)
Locality:-Apache, Coconino and Navajo counties, black Mesa

field, in Moqui and Navajo Indian reservations; area approximately
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5920 square miles. Coal in two main groups of beds appear to be
in thin benches alternating with layers of shale and bone.

Distinguishing Features :-Much the same as bituminous coal, ex-
cept that it is less valuable as a fuel, containing a higher percentage
of ash.

Uccurrence :-See bituminous coal.

COPPER. (Native.) Cu.
Locality:-Cochise County, Bisbee district, with cuprite in Calu-

met & Arizona ,Copper Queen and other mines. Gila and Pinal coun-
ties, Globe district, in Quart~ite and Old Dominion mines. Green-
lee County, with other copper ores in Metcalf mines, Clifton-Mo-
renci district-not important. Yavapai County, in ores of Bradshaw
Mountain district; not important.

Distinguishing Features :-N ative copper is found in small dis-
seminated grains, in sheets, and occasionally in large masses. Also
arborescent and filiform. Copper has no cleavage. Ductile and
malleable. Hardness, 2.5 to 3. Sp. Gr., 8.5 to 9. Metallic lustre.
,Copper red in color, often tarnished and also incrusted with altera-
tion products such as cuprite and malachite. Streak copper red, me-
tallic and shiny.
, Blowpipe Tests:-Fusible at (3) to a malleable globule. Soluble
In dilute nitric acid (HN03) to a green solution with the evolution
of red fumes of N02• Solution turns deep azure blue upon the ad-
dition of ammonia.
," Occurrence :-( 1) As a secondary mineral in many copper mines,
formed by the reduction of copper compounds in solution, which in
tUrn were formed by the oxidation of chalcopyrite. (2) In amygda-
'foidal cavities of diabase, associated with calcite, epidote, etc., and
sometimes with silver •
. Uses :-Important copper ore in some localities and of lesser im-

portance in many districts.

CORONADITE. (Manganite of Lead.) (Rare.)
Locality:-Greenlee County, Clifton-Morenci distritc, fairly

abundant near Coronado vein, three-quarters of a mile west of
Horseshoe; said to contain some gold .

.c:OVELLITE. (Indigo Copper, Blue Copper.) CuS.
Locality:-Greenlee County, rare in Clifton-Morenci district, in

Ryerson and Montezuma mines.
Distinguishing Features:- The mineral usually occurs in compact,

nne grained masses. Also as a coating and crust; in veinlets, renin-
form, and powdery. Perfect basal cleavage. Compact specimens
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possess an even fracture. Thin plates are flexible. Hardness, 1 to 2.
Sp. Gr., 4.6. Streak, black. Lustre, metallic, pearly to dull.

Blowpipe Tests :-Fusible at 2~. In closed tube gives a sublimate
of sulphur (distinction from chalcocite). On charcoal burns with a
blue flame, giving off sulphur dioxide (S02) and leaves a button of
copper. Soluble in nitric acid (HN03) to a green solution.

Occurrence :-A characteristic mineral of the zone of secondary
enrichment. In many mines it occurs as an incrustation on chalco-
pyrite.

CROCITE. (Red Lead.) PbCr04•

Locality:-Maricopa County, in some of the mines of the Vulture
district. Pinal County, Mammoth mine. Occasionally met in other
lead ores.

Distinguishing Features :-Occurs also in columnar and granular
masses, sometimes in crusts. Distinct basal and prismatic cleavages.
Conchoidal to uneven fracture. Sectile. Hardness, 2.5 to 3. Sp.
Gr., 6.0. Translucent. Greasy, adamantine lustre. Various shades
of red, resembles potassium dichromate in color. Orange yellow
streak.

Blowpipe Tests :-Easily fusible (at 1Y;;) on charcoal, giving a
metallic button. In closed tube turns dark and decrepitates. Imparts
an emerald green color to the salt of phosphorous bead.

Occurrence :-Crocite is an alteration product of galena. Occurs
as a secondary mineral in the gossam.

Uses :-Crocite does not occur abundantly enough to be of com-
mercial importance.

CUPRITE. (Red Oxide of Copper.) (Ruby Copper.) Cu.

Locality:-Cochise County, abundant and important ore of Bis-
bee district; in Calumet & Arizona and Copper Queen mines. Gila
and Pinal counties, in Continental and Buffalo mines, Globe district.
Greenlee County, in Clifton, Morenci and Metcalf mines. Yavapai
County, Bradshaw Mountain district; not important.

Distinguishing Features :-Cuprite is found in crystals, in crystal-
line aggregates, and in fine grained masses. Crystals are isometric,
the common forms being the cube, octahedron, and dodecahedron.
Octahedral cleavage, not very pronounced. Conchoidal to uneven
fracture. Brittle. Hardness, 3.5 to 4. Sp, Gr., 6.0. Metallic ada-
mantine lustre on fresh surface; also submetallic to earthy. Color.
dark red to brownish red. Translucent to opaque. Streak, brownish-
red.
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Blowpipe Tests:-On charcoal fuses at 20, to a copper button.
Colors flame green. Soluble in acids and ammonia (NH40H).

Uses :-Cuprite is a valuable are of copper on account of its high
percentage of copper.

DESCLOIZITE. (Vanadate of Lead.) (PbZn) (PbOH)VO!.

Locality:-Cochise County, Lucky Cuss mine, Tombstone, Castle
Dome district. Mammoth mine in Catalina mountains; Old Yuma
mine, Tucson mountains. Pinal County, Dripping Springs Range,
four miles east of Kelvin, with vanadinite and wulfenite.

Distinguishing Features :-Usually possess drusy or warty sur-
faces; also massive . Hardness, 3.5. Sp, Gr., 6.0. Orange, brown-
ish red, or grayish streak. Cherry to brownish red, light or dark
brown, or black in color. Not a common mineral.

DUFRENOSYITE. (Arsenical Lead Ore.) Pb2As2S5•

Locality:-Mohave County, associated with other ores
zinc, silver; mined where argentiferous; Mineral Park.

Distinguishing Features :-Crystals usually large, thick, tabular or
columnar, but rare. Striated, compact, massive. Basal cleavage.
Brittle. Hardness, 3. Sp. Gr., 3.5 to 3.6. Dark lead gray color.
Red brown streak.

Not common mineral.

(Rare.)

of lead,

DYSCRASITE. (Antimonide of Silver) AgaSb(?)

Locality:-Associated with other ores of lead and silver.
Distinguishing Features :-Also compact, granular, nodular, and

as a coating. Good cleavage. Brittle. Uneven fracture. Hardness,
3.5. Sp. Gr., 9.b to to. Silver white, tarnished gray, black or yel-
low brown.

Blowpipe Tests:-Easily fusible on charcoal ,yielding the anti-
mony coating and a globule of silver.

Occurrence :-Occurs associated with silver, antimony, arsenic,
and cobalt minerals.

Uses :- Valuable silver are.

EMBOLITE. (Chlorobromide of Silver.) Ag (ClBr).

Locality:-Cochise County, especially abundant in Pearce district;
occasionally found with other silver ores.

Distinguishing Features :-Crystals resemble those of cerargyrite.
Usually massive. Sectile. Hardness, 1 to 1.5. Sp, Gr., 5.5. Yel-
low, grayish green, or yellowish green in color. The percentages of
chlorine and bromine vary considerably.
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FLUORSPAR. (Fluorite.) CaFz•

Locality:-Cochise County, a small quantity in quartz veins, four
miles north of Dragoon. Mohave County, gangue mineral of Black:
Mountain. Yavapai County, gangue mineral of Bradshaw Moun-
tain district. Yuma County, Castle Dome district. Pima County,
Silver Bell district.

Distinguishing Features:-Fluorite usually occurs in cleavable
masses, but also often in distinct crustals. The crystallivation is
isometric. One of the most important characteristics of fluorite is
the perfect octahedral cleavage. On a cube this will show as triangu-
lar faces at the vertices, or at least as cracks in this direction. Hard-
ness, 4. Sp, Gr., 3.2. Brittle. Usually yellowish, greenish, or blue
in color; also various shades of red, brown, white, and colorless.
Transparent to translucent. Vitreous lustre. Phosphoresses when
heated.

Blowpipe Tests:-In the closed tube decrepitates. Fuses at 3 to a
white enamel and colors flame red, Soluble in sulphuric acid
(H2SO,) with evolution of HF (hydrofluoric acid) which etches
glass.

occuurrence :- ( 1) As a vein mineral associated with galena,
sphalerite, calcite and barite. (2) In tinstone veins associated with
cassiderite, apatite, topaz, and lepidolite. (3) Limestones.

Uses:- The main use of fluorite is as a flux in iron smelting and
foundry work. Minor uses are the manufacture of enamels, opales-
cent glass and hydrofluoric acid.

FREIESLEBENITE.· (Antimonial sulphide of silver.) (PbAg2)

ss.s.,
Locality :- Y IJJmaCounty, mined at Castle Dome, with other ar-

gentiferous ores.
Distinguishing Features :-Monoclinic, prismatic class. Often

striated. Twins. Compact and disseminated. Conchoidal fracture.
Hardness, 2 to 2.S. Sp, Gr., 6.3. Lead to light steel gray, tarnishes
black. Gray streak.

Occurrence :-With other argentiferous ores.
Uses:-Mined to some extent.

GADOLINITE. Fe[Be (Y.O) Si04]2. (Rare.)
Locality:-Mohave County, in pegmatitite, 20 miles south of

Hackberry.
Distinguishing Features:-Crystals, which are very rare, are usual-

ly rough and of a prismatic habit. Occurs more commonly in masses.
No cleavage. Conchoidal fracture. Pitch to greenish black or brown
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in color. Opaque; thin fragments are translucent and appear green
to brown in transmitted light. Greenish gray streak. Hardness)
to 7. Sp, Gr., 4 to 4.5. Vitreous to greasy lustre.

Blowpipe Tests :-When heated it glows without fusing. Gela-
tinizes with hydrochloric acid (HCI).

Occurrence :-Gadolinite is not a common mineral. It is found
associated with allanite, fluorite, fergusonite, molybdenite, and other
rare minerals; in pegmatitic veins.

Uses :-Gadolinite is a source of the oxides of some of the rare
earths.

GALENA. (Sulphide of Lead.) PbS.
Locality:-Gila and Pinal counties, sparingly in Globe and Ray

districts. Greenlee County, in Metcalf ores of Clifton-Morenci dis-
trict. Mohave County, Chloride district; mined at Tennessee, Elk-
hart, Hercules and other mines; principal ore of Mineral Park dis-
trict; mined at Tyler, Lady Bug, and Queen Bee mines, Cerbat dis-
trict; Idaho and Alexander mines, Stockton Hill district. Pima
County, Mammoth mine; Ridley mine, near Helvetia. Yavapai
County, common silver mineral of Bradshaw Mountain district; Sen-
ator and other mines. Also occurs in Cochise, Santa Cruz and Yuma
counties.

D istinguis hing Features:- Well developed crystals common. Most-
ly in cleavable masses. Compact, granular, fine grained; rarely sta-
lactitic and fibrous. Very perfect cubical cleavage. Hardness, 2.5.
Sp. Gr., 7.5. Metallic lustre, especially on cleavage surfaces; other-
wise rather dull. Lead gray in color. Grayish black streak.

Blowpipe Tests :-Easily fusible at 2, giving on charcoal a mall-
eable button, a yellow sublimate (PbO) near the assay, and a white
sublimate (PbS04) farther from the assay. Decomposed by hydro-
chloric acid (Hel) with the separation of lead chloride (PbCI2), a
white crystalline precipitate soluble in hot water. Decomposed by
nitric acid (HNOs), with the separation of sulphur and PbSO •.

Occurrence:- (1) As a vein mineral associated with sphalerite,
chalcopyrite, pyrite, etc.; often with barite as a gangue mineral.
(2) As a metasomatic replacement of limestone. (3) In sedimentary
rocks such as limestones, shales, and sandstone. Often associated
with sphalerite. The vein type of galena is usually argentiferous.

Uses :-Galena is the most important are of lead; argentiferous
galena is one of the most important silver ores.

GARNET. (Silicate of Calcium and Aluminum, etc.) RsRz
(SiO,)s'
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Locality:-Greenlee County, large masses on western slope' of

Modoc Point at Morenci, and on top of Shannon Mountain at Met~
calf; massive garnet occurs in many of the mining districts; as yellow-
ish to dark brown andradite at Clifton. Yavapai County, common 10
schists of Bradshaw mountains. Navajo Reservation, gem pyrope
(Arizona ruby) in extreme northern part of the tate, and with
peridote 10 miles north of Fort Defiance.

Distinguishing Features :-Garnet is found in distinct crystals
which are usually embedded, in compact or granular masses, and fn
the form of sand. Imperfect cleavage. Conchoidal to uneven fra.
ture. Brittle. Hardness, 6.5 to 7.5. Sp, Gr., 3.4 to 4.6. Thr
precious varieties are transparent, the others translucent to opaque.
Vitreous to resinous lustre. White streak. Sometimes colorless, hut
usualIy colored, red, brown, yellow, green, and black. All colors,
except blue, are to be observed.

There are six principal varieties of garnet with the general forme-
lar R"aR'''2 CSiO.)a, in which R" may be calcium, magnesium,
manganese of iron, and R'" may be aluminum, iron or chromium.

The six varieties are: .

GARNET. (S;l:r~te of Calcium and Alllminum. -r«. \ R"aR'u!z
Grossularite Ca2Ala (SiO.),
Pyrope MgaAl2 (SiO.)!
Almandite FeaAl2 rs.o,),
Spessartite MnaAl2 (SiO.)3
Andradite CaaFe2 (SiO.),
Uvarovite CaaCr2 (SiO.)3

Blowpipe Tests :-All are fusible (3 to 4) except Uvarovite, which
is infusible. Insoluble before fusion, but after fusion (alone, not
with sodium chlorate (N a2COa) ) it gelatinizes with hydrochloric
acid (H CI). (Except U varovite.)

Occurrence:-(l) In crystalline schists; (2) As a contact meta-
morphic mineral; (3) As a constituent of many eruptive rocks; (~J
With various ore deposits; (5) In secondary deposits.

Uses :-Garnet is used as an abrasive, especially for finishing
wood and leather. Some varieties are used for gems.

GLAUBERITE. (Sulphate of Soda and Lime.) NaZS04 CaSO •.
Locality:- Yavapai County, associated with thenardite, halite and

mirabilite, Verde Valley.
Distinguishing Features :-Crystals are generally thick tabular.

Occurs also in reninform and lamellar masses. Perfect basal eleav-
age. Conchoidal fracture. Hardness, 2.5 to 3. Sp, Gr., 2.8. Brit-
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. de. Vitreous to greasy lustre. Colorless, white, gray, yellow, also
, flesh to brick red. White streak. Bitter saline taste.

Blowpipe Tests :-Fuses easily (1.S). When dissolved in water,
" gypsum (CaSO", 2H20) is precipitated. Exposed to moist air the

surface becomes coated with a crust of mirabilite (Na2SO, 10H20).
Colors flame intensely yellow. On charcoal in oxidizing flame fuses
to a clear bead. Soluble in hydrochloric acid. (HCI).

Occurrence:-In crystals associated with halite (rock salt) thenar-
dite and mirabilite.

GOLD. (Lode.) Au.

Locality:-Principal producers are Cochise County, Warren and
Tombstone districts. Mohave County, San Francisco district. Yava-
pai County, Big BBug, Martinez, Tiger and Verde districts. Yuma
County, Kofa district.

Distinguishing Features :-Crystals are usually small, more or less
distorted, and possess dull faces. Most common occurrence is as dis-
seminated scales or grains. Malleable and ductile metal. No cleav-
age; hackly fracture. Hardness, 2.5 to 3. Sp. Gr., 15.6 to 19.3.
Metallic lustre. Golden, brassy, to light yellow in color and streak.
Pale yellow varieties contain silver.

Blowpipe Tests :-Fusible at 3. Forms amalgam with mercury.
Soluble in aqua regia, the silver bearing varieties leaving a white
resid ue of silver chloride (AgCI).

Occurrenre :-( 1) In quartz veins along with pyrite, rhaluopyrite,
sphalerite, arsenopyrite, etc. (2) As a secondary mineral in gossam.

Uses:- The uses of gold are well known.

GOLD. (Placer.)
Locality:-Pima, Yavapai aad Yuma counties are the largest pro-

ducers. Other counties yielding appreciable quantities arc Cochise,
Coconino, Gila, Greenlee, and Santa Cruz. Dredges have been
erected on the Lynch Creek in the Walker district, Yavapai County,
and in French Gulch, a small tributary of the Hassayampa River.
Other important placers are in Pima County at Greaterville, at Can-
ada del Oro, Catalina mountains. Weaver placers in Yavapai Coun-
ty. (See Bulletin No. 10, "Gold Placers of Arizona," Arizona
State Bureau of Mines.)

Distinguishing Features :-Placer gold is the result of the disin-
tegration of the rocks containing gold in place, that is, disseminated
or in veins. The gold, because of its high specific gravity, becomes
concentrated in the stream beds and is found as scales, grains, and
nuggets. Physical features and tests are the same as for gold (lode).
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GRANITE.
Locality:-Quarried in Cochise County, at Lee Station. Gila

County, at Globe. Maricopa County, at Phoenix. Occurrence is
widely distributed.

Distinguishing Features :-Granite is a medium to coarse-grained
and light-colored rock, having an even texture and consisting chiefly
of quartz and feldspar. Frequently both orthoclase and usually small
amounts of mica or hornblende are present. The feldspar can be
recognized by the color and cleavage. Frequently the orthoclase is
colored flesh color, or red while the soda-lime feldspar is usually
white. The quartz is recognized by its glassy lustre and conchoidal
fracture. It is usually white or smoky gray in color, and is found in
irregular grains filling up the inters ices between the other minerals.
The mica, which may be either muscovite (pale green or brown) or
biotite (black) is to be recognized by its cleavage. Granite is a com-
mon rock type.

GRANITE. (Quartz Diorite.)
Locality:-Gila County, Pinal Range. Yavapai County, Brad-

shaw Mountains.
This variety of granite makes a good building stone.

GRAPHITE.
Pure graphite has not been found. See Clay (Graphitic).

GYPSUM. (Satin Spar, Alabaster.) CaS04 2H20.
Locality:-Cochise County, quarried at Douglas. Greenlee Coun-

ty, Clifton-Morenci district. Navajo County, used for manufacture
of plaster in Fort Apache Reservation, Woodruff and Snowflake.
Pima County, occurs in Santa Rita mountains, Sierrita mountains,
and Santa Catalina mountains; quarried near Tucson; Cochise and
Pinal counties, San Pedro Valley; Yavapai County, Verde Valley.

Distinguishing Features :-Crystals are usually rather simple and
either tabular or prismatic in habit. Also occurs massive, coarse and
fine, granular, fibrous, foliated, earthy and as sand. Perfect cleavage
in one direction, fibrous cleavage in another direction, and conchoidal
cleavage in a third direction. Hardness, 1.5 to 2. Sp, Gr., 2.3.
Colorless, white, amber, gray, pink, yellow, brown, or black. Lustre,
vitreous pearly or silky. White streak.

Blowpipe Tests:-Easily fusible at (3) to a white enamel, giving
a yellow-red flame. In the closed tube becomes opaque and gives
off water at a low temperature. Easily soluble in hydrochloric acid
(HCI) (distinction from anhydrite). Soluble in hot potassium
hydroxide (KOH).
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Occurence :-(1) In bedded deposits, associated with salt and lime-
stone and formed directly by the evaporation of inland seas. (2) As
a secondary mineral in various rocks. (3) As a hydration product
of anhydrate.

Uses :-Gypsum is used extensively in the manufacture of plaster
and as a fertilizer.

HALITE. (Common Salt.) NaCl.
Locality:-Gila County, occurs along Salt River and in Tonto

Basin. Yavapai County, occurs in Verde Valley.
Distinguishing Features :-Halite occurs in crystals, and in cleav-

able, granular and fibrius masses. Crystals are isometric, usually
cubes, sometimes hopper shaped, rarely in octahedrons. May be
stalactitic. Excellent cubical cleavage. Conchoidal fracture. Brit-
tle. Hardness, 2 to 2.5. Sp, Gr., 2.2. When pure, colorless; due
to impurities, may be reddish, blue, gray, greenish, or black. Saline
taste. Vitreous lustre. Transparent to translucent.

Blowpipe Tests:- Fuses easily at (1), giving an intense yellow
flame. With copper oxide (CuO) in vanadium phosphate (VaPO~)
bead gives an azure blue flame. Soluble in water.

Occurrence :-Occurs in beds associated with anhydrite, gypsum,
and occasionally with other chlorides and sulphates.

Uses :-Halite is the chief source of sodium compounds used prin-
cipally in the manufacture of soap and glass. It is also used exten-
sively as table salt and as a preservative. Salt brines furnish bromine.

HEMATITE. (Red Iron are, Specular Iron Ore.) Fe203•

Locality:-Red iron occurs in gossan of copper deposits at many
localities. In Santa Cruz County, at Pluto, Isabella, and other
claims. In Yuma County, at Palmer and Wharton claims; occurs as
a contact mineral in Cochise County in magnetite on croppings of
Black Diamond mine, Dragoon. In Greenlee County, Clifton-
Morenci district; and at Manzanese blue mine. In Gila County,
mined with copper ores in the Globe district. "Micaceous hematite has
been reported from Willcox and Briggs, Yavapai County. Specular
iron in Gila County with chalcopyrite in Old Dominion, Superior &
Boston, Gibson and other mines of Globe district. In Mohave Coun-
ty is common in Black Mountain and Cerbat Range, Chloride dis-
trict. Pinal County, occurs near Mammoth. Santa Cruz County,
at the Line Roy, near Duquesne.

Distinguishing Features :-Hematite is found in a variety of forms
-as small hexagonal crystals; more abundantly in compact, granu-
lar, micaceous, earthy, columnar, fibrous, botryoidal, reninform, and
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stalactitic masses. No cleavage. Conchoidal to uneven fracture.
Hardness, 5.5 to 6.5-earthy varieties are very soft. Sp, Gr., 5.2.
Metallic lustre, splendent or dull. Steel gray to iron black in color.
Streak is cherry red or reddish brown. Sometimes slightly magnetic.

Blowpipe Tests :-Fusible with difficulty at 5.5. On charcoal de-
ducing flame becomes magnetic. Gives green borax bead. Slowly
soluble in concentrated hydrochloric acid (HCI).

Occurrence :-( 1) As a metasomatic replacement of cherty iron
carbonate. (2) As an alteration product of other iron minerals. (3)
As a pigment in many minerals and rock, giving a red color.

Uses :-Hematite is the chief source of the iron of commerce.
About 90% of the iron ore mined annually is hematite.
HUBNERITE. (Ore of Tungsten.) (Mn, Fe)WO •.

Localitv:-Cochise County, in veins and placer deposits near Dra-
goon. Pima County, in quartz veins cutting granite, at Arivaca.

Distinguishing Features:-Hubnerite usually occurs in long,
fibrous, bladed crystals or crystalline aggregates. Brownish red,
brownish black, pale yellow or nearly black in color; in transmitted
light ruby red to yellow. Streak, yellowish brown to greenish gray.
Vitreous to resinous lustre. Hardness, 4.5 to 5.5. Sp. Gr., 6.7 to
7.3. Perfect cleavage. Often translucent.

Blowpipe Tl'Sts:-Fusible at 4. Gives the manganese bead tests
(borax bead becomes brown in reducing flame). Insoluble in acids.
The soda fusion gives a yellow residue (WO.) with HCl.

. Occurence:-A vein mineral associated with scheelite.
Uses :- H ubnerite is an important ore of tungsten.

]AMESONITE. Pb.FeSb{S •.
Locality :- Yavapai County, occurs in ores of Bradshaw mountains.
Distinguishing Features :-Jamesonite occurs in delicate capillary

crystals and in columnar and compact masses. Cleavage in one di-
rection transverse to the length of the crystals. Easily broken. Hard-
ness, 2. 5. Sp. Gr., 5.7. Lead-gray in color with metallic lustre.
Streak, gray to black.

Blowpipe Tests :-On charcoal easily fusible at 1, giving white
and yellow cr-ating. In closed tube gives a yellow sublimate of sul-
phur and a dark red sublimate of antimony sulph-oxide, nearly black
when hot. Wirh soda on charcoal gives a lead button. Soluble in
hydrochloric acid (H Cl) with the evolution of hydrogen sulphide
(H20). On cooling the solution, needle crystals of lead chloride
(PbCI2) separate. Decomposed by nitric acid (HN C 3) with the
separation of a white residue.

Occurrence :-As a vein mineral.
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JASPER. (Impure Quartz.)

Locality:-Mohave County, on west slope of River Range, 20
miles west of Mineral Park. Yuma County.

Distinguishing Features :-Opaque, red, yellow, dark green and
grayish blue varieties. When the colors are in broad bands or
stripes, it is called riband or striped jasper.

Blowpipe Tests :-See Quartz.
Occurrence :-See Quartz.

KAOLIN.
Locality :-Gila County, occurs at Globe, Greenlee County; not

uncommon at Copper Queen, Morenci and Metcalf, Clifton-Morenci
district; as veinlets in quartz in Humboldt, Ryerson, and other mines;

. mined at Longfellow for converter lining. Pinal County, in Vekol
mines.

Distinguishing Features:- The usual occurrence of kaolin is in
clay-like masses. Hardness, 1, or higher. Sp, Gr., 2.6. White, gray-
ish yellow, bluish, reddish, brownish or greenish in color. Greasy
feel; white to yellow streak. Usually adheres to the tongue and be-
comes plastic when moistened with water. Lustre, pearly to dull.

Blowpipe Tests :-Infusible if pure. Heated with cobalt nitrate
solution it becomes deep blue. In the closed tube gives water. In-
soluble in acids.

Occurrence :-( 1) As a secondary mineral formed from the feld-
spar either by carbonated waters or by pneumatolysis. (2) In sedi-
mentary rocks formed by the alteration of aluminous silicates.

Uses :-Kaolin is used in the manufacture of porcelain, china and
pottery.

LEADHILLITE. (Carbona-sulphate of Lead.) PbS04 2Pb CO.
Pb (OH)2'
Locality:-Pinal County, rare; occurs with other lead ores at

Schultz.
Distinguishing Features:-Hardness, 2.5. Sp, Gr., 6.4. Rather

sectile. Pearly or resinous adamantine lustre. Generally yellow,
gray, greenish, or brown in color, rarely colorless. White streak.
Transparent to translucent.

Blowpipe Tests :-Fuses easily with intumescence. lurns yellow
and when cold is white. Is easily reduced on charcoal to metallic
lead. With soda on charcoal reacts for sulphur. Yields water in
closed tube. Soluble in nitric acid (HN03) with effervescence, leav-
ing a white residue of lead sulphate.

Occurrence :-Is usually associated with lead minerals.
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LIMESTONE. CaC03•

Locality:-Cochise County, quarried for building or lime at Lee
Station. Coconino County, at Flagstaff. Gila County, quarried dur-
ing construction of dam at Roosevelt. Greenlee County, gray Modoc
limestone quarried at Morenci. Yavapai County, at Wekon.

Distinguishing Features :-Limestone includes many massive varie-
ties of calcite which (1) may be dull or compact; (2) coarse or fine
granular, and (3) composed of fragmental material. The color may
be white, yellow, bluish gray, reddish or black. Hardness, 3. Sp.
Gr. 2.7. Vitreous lustre; also earthy. Streak, white.

Blowpipe Tests :-Infusible before the blowpipe becomes glowing
hot. Imparts red color to flame. Easily soluble with brisk effer-
vescence in cold dilute acids.

Occurrence:-Secondary rock formed from secretions of calcium
carbonate (CaC03) by minute marine organisms.

Uses :-Building stone, lithographic purposes, as a source of lime,
etc., etc.

LIMONITE. (Brown Hematite; Bog Iron Ore.) Fe40a (OH)e
Locality:-Cochise County, Copper Queen mine at Bisbee. Gila

and Pinal counties, mined for copper contained in Old Dominion
mine, Globe district. Mohave County, in ores of Black Mountains
and Cerbat Range, Chloride district. Pima County, coating quartz
veins at McCleary prospects near Helvetia. Yavapai County, in ores
of Bradshaw mountains.

Distineuishing Features:-Limonite nearly always occurs in com-
pact, porous or earthy masses. Radial fibrous structure and black
varnish-like surface are characteristic features. Also concretionary,
conchoidal or earthy fracture. Hardness, 5.5. Sp, Gr., 3.8. Color,
yellow, brown, or black. Streak, yellowish brown. Lustre, subme-
tallic to dull.

Blowpipe Tests:- Thin splinters fuse to a magnetic globule. In
closed tube turns red and gives off water. Green borax bead. Solu-
ble in hydrochloric acid (HCl).

Occurrence :-(1) As a secondary mineral in veins and ore de-
posits formed by the oxidation of pyrite. (2) As a metasomatic re-
placement of limestone. (3) As bog iron formed by the oxidation
of FeH2 (C03) 2 which is in solution in marshes. (4) As a pig-
ment and stain in various rocks.

Uses:-Limonite is an important ore of iron.

MAGNETITE. (Magnetic Iron Ore. Fea04•

Locality:-Cochise County, Black Diamond mine, Dragoon Range.
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Greenlee County, Clifton-Morenci district. Yavapai County, in
ores of Bradshaw mountains.

Distinguiushing Features :-Magnetite occurs in loose and attached
crystals, in compact and granular masses, and in the form of sand.
No distinct cleavage. Excellent octahedral parting is often observed.
Conchoidal to uneven fractuure, Brittle. Hardness, 6. Sp. Gr.,
5.1. Metallic, sub-metallic or dull lustre. Iron black in color.
Black streak. Opaque. Strongly magnetic.

Blowpipe Tests:-Fuses with difficulty at 5.5. Gives bead tests
for imp (o-reen borax bead). Soluble in concentrated hydrochloric
acid (HCI).

Occurrence :-( 1) A very common and widely distributed acces-
sory constituent of igneous rocks. (2) In ore deposits due to mag-
matic segregation. (3) As a contact mineral between igneous rocks
and limestones, often occurring with pyrite. (4) In lenses and lay-
ers in sch i-ts and gneisses. (5) As an alteration product or iron-
bearing silicates in altered igneous rocks. ( 6) As tile main con-
stituent of the so-called black sands which are prominent on the
Pacific coast.

Uses :-Magnetite is an important are of iron.

MALACHITE. (Green Carbonate of Copper.) Cu2(OH) COg.
Locality:-Cochise County, mined at Bisbee, Copper Queen and

other mines. Greenlee County, common in irregular deposits in lime-
stone in Clifton-Morenci district; mined at De+oit, Manganese
Blue, Longfellow, and Standard mines. Gila and Pinal counties,
abundant in Globe district, associated with copper ores, but not itself
an important are constituent. Mohave County, in granite gneiss,
Mineral Park district. Yavapai County, in ores of Bradshaw moun-
tains.

Distinguishing Features :-For malachite the characteristic occur-
rences are mammillary crusts, fibrous masses, and acicular crystals.
Good cleavage; conchoidal fracture. Brittle. Hardness, 3.5 to 4.
Sp. Gr., 3.9. Bright emerald green, grass greer. to nearly black in
color. Licht e-reen streak. Translucent to opaque. Adamantine,
silky or dull lustre.

Blowpipe Tests:-Easily fusible at 3, giving a green flame, which
is made blue by hydrochloric acid (H CI ). In the closed tube it
turns black and gives off water (H20). Soluble in acids with
effervescence.

Occurrence :-As a secondary mineral in the upper oxidized zone
of copper deposits. Often associated with azurite.
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Uses :-An ore of copper. Polished malachite IS used as orna-
mental stone.

MARBLE. CaCOa

Locality:-Cochise County, near Fort Bowie, near Emigrant Can-
yon and near Whitetail Canyon. Pima County, black marble in
Tucson mountains. Pinal County, white statuary marble at north-
ern end of Catalina mountains, near Condon mine. Yavapai County,
near Mayer, Bradshaw mountains.

Distinguishing Features :-Marbles are altered limestones which
are capable of taking a polish and which are suitable for ornamental
and structural purposes. They are usually crustalline and fine to
coarse granular.

For tests and occurrences, see limestone.

MELfCONITE. Black Oxide of Copper.) CuO.

Locality:-Of common occurrence with other ores of copper.
Distinguishing Features:-Melaconite is found massive or earthy,

sometimes in crystalline scales. Commonly found as a coating on
copper minerals. The crystals are called tenorite; the earthy masses,
melaconire. Steel gray to black in color. Hardness, 3 to 4. Sp,
Gr., 6 (variable). Dull or earthy lustre.

Blowpipe Tests :-Infusible. Gives flame and bead tests for cop-
per. Soluble in nitric acid (lINOa) to a green solution.

Occurrence :-As a secondary mineral in the oxidized zone at
copper mines.

Uses :-Minor are of copper.

MICA. (See Muscovite.)

MIRABILITE. (Soluble Sulphate of Soda.) Na2SO. 10 H20.
Locality:- Yavapai County, associated with thenardite, glauberite,

and halite, Verde Valley.
Distinguishing Features :-Crystals rare. Usually occurs as a

mealy efllorescence or in crusts, sometimes with a fibrous structure.
Perfect orthopinacoidal cleavage. Hardness, 1.5 to 2. Sp, Gr., 1.5.
Vitreous lustre. Colorless and transparent. On exposure to air
loses water, turns white, and falls to powder. Cooling, salty, bitter
taste.

Blowpipe Tests:-Easily fusible at 1.5, giving an intense yellow
flame. In the closed tube gives abundant water. Soluble in water.

Occurrence:-In soda lakes. (2) As an efllorescence in caves and
other protected places.
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MOLYBDENITE. (Molybdenum Disulphide.) MoS2•

Locality:-Gila County, in disseminated ores at Miami. Green-
lee County, in copper ores of Clifton-Morenci district; Mohave
County, primary ore of Chloride district in granite-gneiss; with cop-
per in Hualpai mountains, Maynard district. Pima County, in Ma-
dera Canyon, 10 miles southwest of Helvetia; at Leader and Ridley
mines, Helvetia; with copper ores at Vail. Pinal County, in ores at
Ray and Kelvin mines. Santa Cruz County, in granite at Provi-
dencia Canyon, 5 miles west of Washington; also at Duquesne and
San Antonia Canyon. At Gold Bullions mines in Babaroqu ivai
Range.

Distinguishing Features :-Molybdenite is usually found in foliat-
ed masses or in disseminated scales. Excellent basal cleavage. Flex-
ible, greasy. Marks paper. Blue gray in color (graphite is black).
Hardness, 1 to 1.5. Sp, Gr., 4.7. Gray streak on paper, on glazed
porcelain greenish (graphite shiny black).

Blowpipe Tests :-Infusible. On charcoal gives a white sublimate
which is copper red near the assay. Green sodium phosphate
(NaPOa) bead in reducing flame, colorless in oxidizing flame. De-
composed by nitric acid (HNOa) with the formation of a white
sublimate (MoOa) which is soluble in NH40H (ammonia).

Occurrence :-( 1) In pegrnatites and surrounding rocks, especially
granite. (2) In tinstone veins with cassiderite, wolframite, topaz,
etc. (3) As a contact mineral between limestones and granites as-
sociated with epidote, chalcopyrite, etc.

Uses:-Source of molybdenum, which is used as an alloy with
steel.

MUSCOVITE. (White Mica; Potash Mica; Isinglass)
H2KAIa (SiO 4) s·

Locality:-Several deposits, none developed, value unknown. Oc-
curs in Coconino County, on the north side of Grand Canyon. Mar-
icopa County, White Horse Tank mountains, southwest of Phoenix.
Yuma County, in Mohawks.

Distinguishing Features:-Muscovite usually occurs in cleavages
and scaly masses and but rarely in well-defined crystals. The crystals
are tabular in habit. Highly perfect cleavage parallel to the basal
pinacoid, permitting very thin, elastic leaves to be split. Hardness,
2 to 3. So. Gr., 2.8. Transparent to translucent. Pearly to metal-
lic lustre. Colorless, when pure, but usually yellowish, brownish,
greenish, or reddish. Uncolored streak.

Blowpipe Tests:-Fusible on thin edges at (5) and whitens. In
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the closed tube it gives a little water. Insoluble In acids and not
decomposed by sulphuric acid (H2S04),

Occurrence :-( 1) In granite-pegmatites and granite-apatites. (2)
In schists and gneisses, often the main constituent of the mica-schists.
(3) In granites as original constituent. (4) In sandstones and
sands as a detrital mineral. (5) As a secondary mineral derived from
other silicates, especially the feldspars.

Uses :-Muscovite is used principally as an insulator for electrical
apparatus but has numerous other uses.

OBSIDIAN. (Volcanic Glass.)

Locality:-Occurs in regions of Tertiary rocks.
Distinguishing Features :-Obsidian is sometimes called volcanic

glass. It is the best type of the compact, glassy rocks. It is essentially
a natural glass, formed usually of acid silicates. It has the close
texture, conchoidal fracture, and other qualities of glass. It is usual-
ly black, but sometimes red, brown, purple, bluish, or gray.

OLIVINE. (Chrysolite; Peridot.) (Mg,Fe)2SiO •.
Locality:-Apache County, 10 miles north of Fort Defiance, in

the Navajo Indian Reservation. Gila County, in basaltic rocks near
Rice, in the San Carlos Indian Reservation.

Distinguishing Features:-Occurs in loose, rounded, and dissemi-
nated grains and granular aggregates. Brittle. Hardness, 6.5 to 7.
Sp, Gr., 3.2 to 3.6. Vitreous lustre, greasy on fracture surfaces.
Transparent to translucent. Olive to grayish green, brown. Un-
colo·red or slightly yellowish streak.

Blowpipe Tests :-Infusible; rather slowly soluble in hydrochloric
acid (HCI) and yields gelatinous silica upon evaporation.

Occurrence :-Olivine is an essential constituent of many basic
igneous rocks. It is sometimes found in crystalline limestone, the
result of metamorphism.

Uus:- Transparent varieties are often used for gem purposes.

ONYX MARBLE. (Mexican Marble.)
Locality:-Mlliricopa County, at Cave Creek, 45 miles north of

Phoenix. Pima County, at Greaterville, Kirkland Valley and Oak
Creek. Yavapai County, at Big Bug Creek.

D istinguishlng Features :-Compact, banded appearance.
Blowpipe Tests :-See limestone.
Occurrence :-Onyx marble is formed by deposition around springs

and in stream beds.
Uses :-Ofllllmental stone.
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OPAL
Locality :-Pinal County, Pichett Post. Yavapai County, several

localities.
Distinguishing Features :-Amorphous. Usually occurs compact,

in veins or masses of irregular outline. Also loose and more or less
earthy, sometimes stalactitic or reninform. Characteristic conchoidal
fracture. Hardness, 5.5 to 6.5. Sp, Gr., 2.2. Vitreous, dull or
greasy lustre. Transparent to opaque. Streak, white. Color varies
greatly ; may be white, yellow, brown, red, green, gray, ete. Often
a play of colors is to be observed.

Blowpipe Tests :-Infusible. Insoluble in acids. Soluble in hot
caustic potash or soda. Reacts like quartz; yields water when heated
in closed tube.

Occurrence :-Opal is found lining and filling cavities in igneous
and sedimentary rocks 'where it has been deposited through the agency
of hot waters.

Uses :- There are several varieties of opal. Precious and fire opals
are used for gem purposes; wood opal for ornamental purposes. In-
fusorial earth is used largely in polishing powders, scouring soaps, as
an absorbent of nitroglycerine, ete.

PLATINUM. Pt.
Locality:- Yavapai County, occurs in black sands near Columbia.
Distinguishing Features :-Crystals very rare. Usual occurrence

is in scales, grains, or nuggets. Metallic lustre; opaque. No cleav-
age. Hackly structure. Hardness, 4 to 6. Sp. Gr., 14 to 19.
Malleable, ductile, sectile. Color is silvery white to dark gray or
almost black. May be magnetic, especially if considerable iron is
present. Platinum is usually alloyed with several per cent of iron
and smaller amounts of iridium, osmium, etc.

Blowpipe Tests :-Infusible in ordinary blowpipe flame. U nat-
tacked by ordinary reagents. Soluble in aqua regia. Determined
by its high Sp, Gr. infusibility and insolubility.

Occurrence:-(l) In placers. (2) In veins with gold. (3) Dis-
seminated in eruptive rocks.

Uses :-Platinum is used in the manufacture of various scientific
instruments, such as crucibles, dishes, etc.; in photography, den-
tistry, etc.

POLYBASITE. (Sulphide of Silver and Antimony.)
(Ag,Cu) SbS6

Locality:-Pinal County, fine specimens found at Silver King
mine; occasionally with other argentiferous ores.
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Distinguishing Features :-U neven fracture. Hardness, 2 to 2.5.
Sp, Gr., 6 to 6.25. Metallic lustre. Iron black. Thin splinters in
transmitted light are cherry red. Black streak.

Blowpipe Tests :-Fusible at 1. On charcoal gives dense white
coating of antimony trioxide with odor of sulphur dioxide. The resi-
due reacts for copper and silver. (White precipitate with hydro-
chloric acid from nitric acid solution.)

Occurrence :-As a vein mineral, usually due to secondary en-
richments.

Uses :-An ore of silver.

PROUSTITE. (Light Ruby Silver.) Ag3As S3'

Locality:-Occurs with other argentiferous ores at many places.
Distinguishing Features :-Conchoidal fracture. Brittle. Hard-

ness, 2.5. Sp. Gr., 5.6. Brilliant adamantine lustre. Translucent
to transparent. Color and streak scarlet to vermillion.

Blowpipe Tests :-Fusible at 1. Heated on charcoal gives volatile
sublimate of arsenous oxide with characteristic garlic odor. In open
tube gives odor of sulphur dioxide. In closed tube gives abundant
sublimate of arsenic sulphide, reddish black when hot, reddish yellow
when cold; with sodium carbonate (NaCOa) on charcoal gives a
globule of silver.

Occurrence :-As a vein mineral, often formed by secondary en-
richment.

Uses :-An important are of silver.

PSILOMELANE. (Manganese Ore.) Chiefly MnOs•
Locality:-Cochise County, with pyrolusite and wad in carbonif-

erous limestone at Tombstone.
Distinguishing Features :-Occurs only in botryoidal, reninform,

or stalactitic mass, usually with a smooth surface and at times with
an apparently fine fibrous structure. Dark to iron black in color.
Brownish black streak. Dull or sub-metallic lustre. Hardness,S to
6. Sp. Gr., 3.7 to 4.7. Brittle. Opaque. It is doubtful whether
psilomelane is an independent mineral or not.

Blowpipe Tests :-Infusible. A small amount of mineral fused in
oxidizing flame with sodium carbonate gives an opaque bluish green
bead. Gives much water in closed tube. Evolves chlorine when
treated with hydrochloric acid (HCI).

Occurrence :-Occurs with other manganese ores, limonite, barite,
etc.

PYRAR'GYRITE. (Dark Ruby Silver.) Ag3SbSs'
Locality:-Mohave County, secondary are of Chloride, Mineral
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Park, and Cerbat district; large quantities were found in upper levels
of Stockton Hill district; mined at Minnesota-Connor, Golden Star
and Paymaster mines. Yavapai County, in silver ores of Bradshaw
mountains.

Distinguishing Features :-Occurs compact, disseminated, as a coat-
ing and dendritic. Imperfect pyramidal cleapage. Conchoidal to
splintery fracture. Somewhat brittle. Hardness, 2.5 to 3. Sp, Gr.,
5.85. Metallic adamantine lustre. In reflected light, dark red to
lead gray in color; in transmitted light, deep red. Transparent only
in thin splinters. Purple or cherry red streak.

Blowpipe Tests :-Fusible at 1. On charcoal gives dense white
coating of antimony trioxide. After prolonged heatmg, coating be-
comes tinged with a reddish color near assay due to a small amount
of volatilized silver. Odor of sulphur dioxide and coating of anti-
mony oxides when heated in open tube. Decomposed by nitric acid
(HNOg). On addition of hydrochloric acid (HCI) white pre-
cipitate of silver chloride forms.

Occurence :-As a vein mineral, similar to proustite. Sometimes
associated with other silver ores, calcite, galena, etc.

Uses -An important are of silver.

PYRITE. (Iron Sulphide.) FeS2•

Locality:-Common and widely distributed, generally in close
association with copper sulphides. Cochise County, with copper ores
of Bisbee mines, and others. Gila and Pinal counties, abundant in
unenriched parts of nearly all copper deposits near Globe, Miami and
Ray. Greenlee County, unimportant ore of Clifton-Morenci dis-
trict; large masses in Joy, Ryderson, Morenci and other mines. Mo-
have County, primary ore at Tennessee, Schuykill, Windy Point,
Keystone, Vanderbilt, and Idaho mines. Pima County, important
ore in Mammoth mine; also in Leader and Ridley mines. Santa
Cruz County, at Providencia Canyon, 5 miles west of Washington,
and at Duquesne. Yavapai County, in ores of Bradshaw moun-
tains; also at United Verde mine, Jerome district.

Distinguishing Features :-Crystals common and often very large.
Also massive and disseminated. Fine grained, granular, renin form,
globular, stalactitic. radiated. Imperfect cubical cleavage. Con-
choidal fracture. Hardness, 6 to 6.5. Sp. Gr., 4.9 to 5.2. Brittle.
Metallic lustre. Opaque. Pale brassy to golden yellow in color,
sometimes with brown or variegated tarnish colors. Greenish to
brownish black streak.

Blowpipe Tests :-Easily fusible, at 2.5 to 3, to a magnetic globule.
Yields much sulphur in closed tube. Gives off sulphur dioxide in
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open tube or before blowpipe, on charcoal. Insoluble in hydrochloric
acid (HCI). Fine powder completely soluble in nitric acid
(HNO.), but may yield separated sulphur when too rapidly de-
composed.

Occurrence :-(1) As common vein mineral in rocks of all ages
and associated with many different minerals. (2) Pyrite is widely
distributed accessory rock mineral in both igneous and sedimentary
rocks.

Uses :-Pyrite is used principally as a source of sulphur dioxide
in the manufacture of sulphuric acid by the chamber process, and
also for sulphate of iron. Small quantities are also used as a mineral
paint.

PYROLUSITE. (Black Oxide of Manganese.) Mn02•

Locality:-Cochise County, at Tombstone. Yavapai County, In
ores of Bradshaw mountains.

D istinguis hing Features:- Pseudomorphous after various manga-
nese minerals. It is commonly found compact, fibrous, massive,
stalactiric, dendritic, etc. Hardness, 1 to 2.5. Soils the fingers. Sp.
Gr., 4.7 to 4.86. Black or bluish black streak. Black, dark steel
gray, or bluish in color. Opaque.

Blowpipe Tests :-Infusible, turns brown when heated. A small
amount 0.£ powdered mineral gives in oxidizing flame a reddish
violet bead with borax, or a bluish green opaque bead with sodium
carbonate (NaCoa). Gives oxygen in closed tube which will cause
a glowing splinter of wood to burst into flame when placed in the
tube above the mineral. Yields some water in closed tube. In hy-
drochloric acid (HCI) chlorine is evolved.

Occurrence :-As a secondary mineral in many forms.
Uses :-Most important manganese ore. Pyrolusite is used in the

manufacture of chlorine, bromine, oxygen, and spiegeleisen j as a col-
oring agent in calico-printing, and dyeing, glass, PG~!~ry, brick, and
paints, and as a decolorizer of green glass.

PYROMORPHITE. (Phosphate of Lead.) Pb5Cd (P04)g.

Locality:-Occasionally found with other lead ores. Occurs in
Yuma County, at Iber-Plomosa mine, Bouse j reported in Pima Coun-
ty, at Cerro-Colorado mine, and in Santa Cruz County at Consti-
tution mine.

Distinguishing Features :-Occurs in botryoidal and reninform
aggregates, disseminated, and in crusts. Conchoidal to uneven frac-
ture. Brittle. Hardness, 3.5 to 4. Sp. Gr., 6.9 to 7.1. Greasy,
adamantine lustre. Translucent to opaque. White to pale yellow
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streak. Usually some shade of green in color, but may be yellow,
gray, brown, orange or white.

Blowpipe Tests :-Easily fusible at (2). Gives a lead globule
when fused on charcoal with soda. When fused alone on charcoal
gives a globule which on cooling shows crystalline structure. Faint
drops of nitric acid (HN08) solution added to ammonium molyb-
white sublimate of lead chloride when heated in closed tube. A few
drops of nitric acid solution added to ammonium solution gives a yel-
low precipitate of ammonium phospho-molybdate.

Occurrence :-Pyromorphite is fonned by secondary action and is
found in the upper oxidized portions of lead veins, associated with
other lead minerals.

Uses :-A subordinate ore of lead.

PYRRHOTITE. (Magnetic Pyrite.) FeS.

Locality:- Yavapai County, in ores of Bradshaw mountains.
DistinEuis/iinE F ea/ures:- Well developed crystals not common.

Usually massive and without cleavage. Often granular. Brittle.
Hardness, 3.5 to 4. Sp, Gr., 4.6. Metallic lustre. Opaque. Bronze
yellow to bronze red in color. Tarnishes to a dark brown. Streak,
grayish black. Magnetic, sometimes only slightly.

Blowpipe Tests :-Fuses at 3, to a magnetic globule, giving fumes
of sulphur dioxide (S02). In closed tube gives little or no sulphur.
(Distinction from pyrite.) Soluble in nitric acid (HNOs). De-
composed by hydrochloric acid (H CI), yielding hydrogen sulphide.

Occurrence :-( 1) In basic igneous rocks. Some large deposits
are due to magmatic segregation. (2) As a vein mineral. (3) In
crystalline limestone. (4) Also found in meteorites in small quan-
tities.

Uses :-Pyrrhotite often contains small amounts of cobalt and
nickel and is an important source of these two metals.

QUARTZ. Si02•

Locality:-Quartz is very common and is widely distributed. It
often carries minerals of value. At the Easter Sunday mine in C0-
chise County it was formerly mined for use as converter lining.

DistinEuishing Features :-Crystals are very common. There are
crystalline aggregates of various kinds as well as massive, granular,
and compact varieties. Conchoidal fracture is highly characteristic.
Brittle. Hardness, 7. Sp. Gr., 2.66. Vitreous lustre, sometimes
slightly greasy on fracture surfaces. Transparent to opaque. When
pure, Quartz is colorless. Various shades of gray, yellow, red, blue,
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green, brown and black are commonly noted. Many colors disappear
when heated. Streak is white.

Blowpipe Tests :-Infusible even on thinnest edges. When fused
with an equal volume of soda, it effervesces, and gives a colorless
glass. Insoluble in sodium phosphate (N aPO~) bead. Insoluble
in ordinary acid. Soluble in hydrofluoric acid (HF).

Occurrence :-( 1) As a normal constituent of the acid igneous
rocks (rhyolites and granites). (2) As an abnormal constituent of
the basic igneous rocks, especially basalts. (3) As a vein mineral.
often the gangue of ores. (4) As the chief constituent of sand-
stones and quartzites. (5) As a secondary mineral in various rocks.
(6) As petrifactions and pseudomorphs after various minerals. (7)
As the chief constituent of river and beach sands.

Uses :-Quartz in the form of rock crystal, amethyst, and smoky
quartz is used for ornamental purposes; in the form of rock crystal
for optical instruments; in the form of sand for glass making, and
in the form of pulverized quartz for pottery and porcelain, and as
an abrasive.

QUARTZITE. Si02•

Locality:-Of common occurrence. In Greenlee County, near
Metcalf, Clifton-Morenci district, it is quarried for converter lining.

Distinguishing Features :-Quartzites are metamorphic sandstones,
with a firm siliceous bonding of quartz or chalcedony so that on frac-
ture the grains are broken through as well as the cement. .

SANDSTONE.
Locality:-Exceilent quality in great abundance in many places.

Common in Grand Canyon region. Quarried for rough building at
Kirkland, Yavapai County, 2112 miles northwest of Prescott, and fOT

flagging and rubble at Douglas, in Cochise County.
Distinguishing Features :-Sandstones are consolidated sands with

quartz as the predominating mineral. If feldspar is present in con-
siderable amounts, it is called an arkose.

SCHEELITE. (Ore of Tungsten.) CaWO •.
Locality:-Cochise County, small quantity in quartz veins cutting

granite, four miles north of Dragoon. Pinal County, Maudina mine,
Old Hat district, Santa Catalina mountains. Santa Cruz County,
small quantity mined as tungsten are with wolframite, 7}1.:l miles
north of Nogales.

Distinguishing Features :-Crystals are generally small, well de-
veloped, and pyramidal in habit. Occurs often as crystalline crusts
on quartz; also in reninform, disseminated or granular masses. Dis-
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tinct cleavage in four directions. Conchoidal to uneven fracture.
Hardness, 4.5 to 6. Sp. Gr., 6. Greasy to adamantine lustre. White
streak. Transparent to opaque. Color, white, yellow, gray, brown,
green or reddish.

Blowpipe Tests :-Fusible with difficulty at 5. Sodium phosphate
bead (NaPO,) is blue in the reducing flame; yields when treated
with hydrochloric acid (H Cl) and metallic tin, a deep blue precipi-
tate. Decomposed hydrochloric acid (H CI) with the separation of
a yellow residue (W03) which is soluble in ammonia (NH40H) .

. Occurrence :-In veins, especially in tins tone veins, with cassiterite,
fluorite, topaz, etc.

Uses :-Scheelite is one source of tungsten.

SERPENTINE. H4MgaSi20
Locality:-Greenlee County, pure yellow, translucent, west of

~orenci; dark green with magnetite at Thompson mine. Other lo-
calities.

Distinguishing Features :-Serpentine is never found in crystals al-
though it often occurs pseudomorphous after other crystalhzed min-
erals. It is usually compact or granular masisve, but also occurs in
fibrous, columnar, and lamellar forms. Hardness, 3 to 4. Sp, Gr.,
l.5. Conchoidal to splintery fracture. Smooth to greasy reel. Dull
resinous, greasy or waxy lustre. Takes an excellent polish. Trans-
lucent to opaque. Various shades of green in color; also yellowish,
grayish, reddish, brownish, or black. Specimens are often multi-
colored. White streak.

Blowpipe Tests :-Fusible with difficulty at 6. In the closed tube
gives water at a high temperature. Decomposed by hydrochloric
acid (HCI).

Occurrence z-s- (1) An alteration product of olivine and to a less
extent of bronzite, forming the metamorphic rock serpentine from.
original peridotite. (2) A secondary mineral in seams and veins and
on the border of serpentine rocks. Chrysotile, the fibrous variety and
antigorite. the lamellar variety, occur in this way. (3) As an altera-
tion product of diopside and olivine in crystalline limestones.

SILVER. (N ative.) Ag.
Locality :-N ative silver in beautiful specimens has been found

in Gila County, in a placer 12 miles north of Globe. Pinal County,
at Silver King mine. Yavapai County, at McMillanville, at the
Tiger mine. Found elsewhere also.

Distinguishing Features:- The characteristic occurrence of silver
is in wires, thin sheets, skeleton crystals, dendritic groups, and
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masses. No cleavage but malleable and ductile. Hardness, 2.5 to 3.
Sp. Gr., 10.5. Metallic lustre. Color, silver white, usually with
yellow brown, gray or black tarnish colors. Thin sheets appear blue
in transmitted light. Streak, metallic silvery white.

Blowpipe Tests :-Easily fusible (2) to a malleable button. Solu-
ble in nitric acid (HN02). Hydrochloric acid (HCl) gives a white
precipitate (AgCI) which turns violet on standing and is soluble
in ammonia (NH40H).

Occurrence :-( 1) In veins along with bismuth, cobalt minerals,
and other silver minerals.

Uses:-Native silver is the source of some silver.

SLATE.

Locality:-Maricopa County, fair grade of roofing slate, bluish
gray, 60 miles north of Phoenix, undeveloped.

Distinguishing Features :-Slates are dark colored, fine grained
metamorphic rocks, derived from shales, which are consolidated clays.
New rock cleavage, which has no relation to the original bedding,
has been developed and is called slaty cleavage. The minerals of
slate, as far as they can be recognized, are quartz, chlorite, musco-
vite, pyrite, and andalusite. The dark color is due to carbonaceous
matter.

Uses :-Slates are used for roofing, blackboards, etc.

SMITHSONITE. (Calamine; Dry Bone.) ZnCOa•

Locality:-Greenlee County, in Shannon mountain, Clifton-Mo-
renci district.

Distinguishing Features :-Crystals are small, usually rough and
curved. Generally reninforrn, botryoidal, or stalactitic; also in crusts
with a granular, fibrous, or compact structure. The cellular or
porous varieties are sometimes called "dry bone." Perfect rhombo-
hedral cleavage. Uneven to splintery fracture. Brittle. Hardness,
5. Sp. Gr., 4.4. Vitreous to pearly lustre. Translucent to opaque.
Colorless, yellow, brown, gray, blue, green, or orange yellow. Streak,
white.

Blowpipe Tests :-Infusible. Heated with cobalt nitrate solutron
on charcoal gives a green coating. In the closed tube turns yellow.
Soluble in hydrochloric acid (HCI) with effervescence.

Occurrence :-As a secondary mineral formed from sphalerite. It
also occurs as a metasomatic replacement of limestone, and is often
pseudomorphous after calcite and dolomite.

Uses:-Smithsonite is an important ore of zinc.
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SPHALERITE. (Zinc Blende; Black Jack.) ZnS.
Locality:-Cochise County, Tumbstone district. Greenlee Coun-

ty, Clifton-Morenci district. Mohave County, occurs in Chloride
district, Tennessee and Towne mines; Mineral Park district, Key-
stone mine; Cerbat district, Vanderbilt and Flores mines; Stockton
Hill, Union Pass and Golconda district. Pima County, occurs with
silver ores at Mammoth and many other mines, and with copper ores
at Ridley mine. Pinal County, Globe district, Bobtail mine. Santa
Cruz County, occurs at many mines. Yavapai County, common in
Bradshaw Mountain district; at Crown King mine; at United Verde
mine, Jerome district.

Distinguishing Features :-Crystals are common, often distorted.
Also occurs in cleavable, fine and coarse grained masses; compact,
foliated, fibrous, and more rarely in radiated and botryoidal. Per-
fect dodecahedral cleavage. Conchoidal fracture. Brittle. Resinous
to adamantine lustre. Hardness, 3.5 to 4. SP. Gr., 4.0. Color,
varies greatly. When pure, it is white. May be brown, red, green,
yellow, black, etc. Transparent to translucent. Streak, brown, light
yellow or white.

Blowpipe Tests :-Fusible with difficulty at 5. On charcoal gives
a white sublimate, which is yellow when hot. This sublimate heat-
ed intensely with cobalt nitrate solution gives a green color (cobalt
zincate ). Soluble in hydrochloric acid (HC!) with the separation
of sulphur.

Occurrence :-( 1) As a vein mineral associated with galena prin-
cipally, also with chert, dolomite, etc. (2) As an accessory mineral
in sedimentary rocks.

Uses :-Sphalerite is the most important ore of zinc.

STIBNITE. (Antimony Glance.) Sb2Ss
Locality:-Mohave County, in Cerbat district, 'at Vanderbilt

mine ;Yavapai County, common in silver veins; in ores of Bradshaw
mountains carries free gold.

Distinguishing Features :-Crystals often show vertical striations.
Bladed and columnar. Occurs in coarse and fine grained masses.
Compact. Perfect cleavage in one direction parallel to the side pina-
coid. Slightly sectile, Metallic lustre. Hardness, 2. Sp. Gr.,
4.5. Lead gray in color and streak. Often tarnishes black.

Blowpipe Tests :-On charcoal easily fusible at 1, giving a green-
ish-blue flame, dense white fumes, and a white sublimate close to the
assay. In the open tube gives sulphur dioxide (S02) and a white
non-volatile sublimate (Sb20 4) on the under side of the tube. In
closed tube gives a dark red sublimate of antimony oxysulphide
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(Sh%S%O). Decomposed by nitric acid (HNOs) with the separa-
tion of a white precipitate (H8b03).

Occurrence :-As a vein mineral associated with pyrite, sphalerite,
galena, cinnebar, and realgar in a gangue of quartz, barite or calcite.

Uses :-Stibnite is the principal source of antimony.

STROMEYERITE. (Copper Silver Glance.) (CU,Ag)2S.
Locality:-Pinal County, Silver King mine with other cupriferous

and argentiferous ores.
Distinguishing Features :-Crystals like chalcocite. Usually mass--

ive and disseminated. Hardness, 2.5 to 3. Sp. Gr., 6.2. Conchoidal
fracture. Metallic lustre. Dark lead gray in color and streak.
Difficult to distinguish from chalcocite.

Blowpipe Tests:-Fusible at (1.5). In open tube gives odor of
sulphur dioxide (802), Roasted mineral with hydrochloric acid
(HCl) gives azure blue flame. Nitric acid (HNOa) solution gives
white precipitate of silver chloride upon the addition of hydrochloric
acid (HCl).

Occurrence :-Associated with silver and copper minerals.
Uus :-A valuable silver ore.

TENORITE, MELACONITE. (Black Oxide of Copper) Cu.
Locality:-Cochise County, occurs in mines at Bisbee and else-

where.
Distinguishing Features:-Tenorite is found massive or earthy,

commonly as a coating on copper minerals, rarely in crystalline
scales. Hardness, 3 to 4. SP. Gr., 6.0. Steel gray to black in
color. Dull or earthy lustre. Opaque. The crystals are called
tenorlte, the earthy masses, melaconite.

Blowpipe Tests :-Infusible. Gives flame and bead tests for cop-
per. Soluble in nitric acid (HNOa) to a green solution.

Occurrence :-As a secondary mineral in the oxidized zone of
copper mines. Not as common as cuprite.

Uus:-An ore of copper.

TETRADYMITE. (Telluride of Bismuth.) Bi2Te2S.
Locality:- Yavapai County, small quantity in Montgomery mine;

at Minnehaha and near Bradshaw City.
Distinguishing Features -Small crystals. Usually in foliated or

granular masses. Perfect basal cleavage. Hardness, 1.5 to 2. Marks
paper. Sp. Gr., 7.2 to 7.9. Light lead gray color; upon fracture
surface a strong metallic lustre, otherwise dull. Laminar, flexible.

Blowpipe Tests :-In the open tube gives a white sublimate of
tellurium dioxide, which before the blowpipe fuses to colorless drops.
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On charcoal fuses, gives white fumes, and entirely volatilizes; tinges
the reducing flame bluish green; coats the charcoal at first white
(Te02) and finally orange-yellow (Bi20a). Some varieties give
odor of sulphur dioxide (S02)'

Tetradymite is of rare occurrence.

TETRAHEDRITE. (Gray Copper.) CuaSbSa.

Locality:-Pinal County, Heintzelman and Silver King mines.
Santa Cruz County, Tyndall district, Alta mine, Treasure Vault
mine and others. Yavapai County, in ores of Bradshaw Mountain
district, also in copper-silver veins.

Distinguishing Features :-Excellent crystals often highly modi-
fied. Also occurs massive, granular, disseminated, and compact. No
distinct cleavage. Conchoidal to uneven fracture. Brittle. Hard-
ness, 3 to 4. Sp, Gr., 4.8. Metallic lustre, sometimes rather dull.
Opaque. Steel gray to iron black often with brilliant tarnish
colors. Sometimes covered with a fine crystalline coating of chalco-
pyrite or sphalerite. Streak, black, also reddish brown. The cop-
per may be replaced by Fe, Zn, Ag or Hg and the antimony by
arsenic,

Blowpipe Tests :-Easily fusible (at 1.5) giving dense white
fumes and a white sublimate near the assay. The residue heated
with soda in the reducing flame gives metallic copper. In the
closed tube gives a dark red sublimate (Sb2Sb20). Soluble in nitric
acid (HNOa) with the separation of sulphur and a white residue
(HSbOs)'

Occurrence :-( 1) As a vein mineral, often associated with chal-
copyrite. (2) In fablbands of schists, FAHLERZ being the German
name for tetrahedrite,

Uses:- Tetrahedrite is an ore of copper and is known to miners
as "gray copper." Argentiferous tetrahedrite is an ore of silver.

THENARDITE. (Na2S04).

Locality i=-Yavapai County, Verde Valley, 3 miles southwest of
Old Camp Verde, occurs in large beds with rock salt, glauberite,
and mirabilite,

Distinguishing Features -Most commonly in crystalline aggre-
gates and crystalline crusts. Cleavage in one direction. Uneven
fracture. Hardness, 2.5. Sp, Gr., 2.68. Colorless to brown.
Transparent. When exposed to the air it becomes covered with
a white crust.
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Blowpipe Tests:-Easily soluble in water. Intense yellow sodium
flame.

Occurrence :-Usually found in salt or borax lakes.

TURQUOISE. AI2(OH)3P04H20.
Locality:-Cochise County, near Gleeson; has been mined at

Turquoise mountains. Maricopa County, occurs 12 miles east of
Morristown. Mohave County, mines worked near Mineral Park,
yield considerable quantities of gem material.

Distinguishing Features :-Apparently amorphous. Never crystal-
lized, generally in seams and incrustations. No cleavage. Con-
choidal fracture. Brittle. Hardness, 6. Sp, Gr., 2.7. Generally
opaque. Slightly waxy lustre. Various shades of blue Or green in
color. White or slightly greenish streak.

Blowpipe Tests :-1 nfusible, but turns dark when heated and
gives a green flame which is made blue by hydrochloric acid (HCI).
In the closed tube at a high temperature it gives water and turns
dark. Soluble in hydrochloric acid (HCI) after gentle ignition.

Occurrence:-In seams of volcanic rocks as trachytes and rhyolites.
Uus:- Turquoise is used extensively as a gem. Blue stones are

more valuable than green ones.

VANADINITE. (Pb5CI(V04)2'

Locality:-Occurs at numerous places associated with lead ore.
Cochise County, near Fairbanks. Gila County, Globe district, at
Lockwood claim; Clark & Stewart claims near Old Dominion mine.
Pima County, Old Yuma mine, 14 miles northwest of Tucson. Pinal
County, Mammoth mine at Schultz; Royal Dane claim, 7 miles
southwest of Oracle; Black Prince mine, Pioneer district, and at Kel-
vin. Yavapai County, near Silver Belt mine, Big Bug district. Yuma
County, Red Cloud mine.

Distinguishing Features :-Crystals are usually prismatic and of
very common occurrence. Occurs also in compact, fibrous aggregates.
Uneven to conchoidal fracture. Brittle. Hardness, 3. Sp. Gr., 6.8.
Yellow" brown, or red in color. White to pale yellow streak.
Translucent to opaque. Resinous lustre on fracture surface.

Blowpipe Tests:-Easily fusible at 1.5 on charcoal, giving a
white sublimate and a metallic globule. In the closed tube with
KH S04 gives a yellow mass. The sodium phosphate (NaPOs)
bead is green in reducing flame and yellow in oxidizing flame. If a
little of the powdered mineral is added toa sodium phosphate bead
saturated with copper oxide (CuO) and the whole heated, an in-
tense azure blue flame is obtained. Soluble in nitric acid (HNOs).
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Occurrence:-A secondary mineral formed from galena. Vanadi-
nite often occurs with wulfenite.

Uses:-Vanadinite is one source of the vanadium used as an alloy
with steel, and of various compounds used in dyeing and in the manu-
facture of ink.

VOLBORTHITE. (Vanadate of Copper.)
Locality:-Occasionally met with in other copper and lead ores.
Distinguishing Features:- Volborthite is a hydrous vanadate of

copper, barium and calcium. It occurs in small six-sided tables, or in
globular forms. Color, olive-green to citrons-yellow.

WAD. (Manganese Ore.) Mn02 & H20.
Locality:-Cochise County, occurs at Tombstone.
Distinguishing Features:-Wad occurs in compact layers or In

earthy, more or less porous masses. It has never been found crystal-
lized. Hardness, 1 to 3. Often soils the fingers. Sp, Gr., 3 to 4.5.
Dark brown to black color. Brown streak. Composition varies. Is
a mixture of the various manganese minerals. Dull lustre.

Blo'l..upipe Tests :-Infusible. Gives water in the closed tube and
also oxygen. Manganese bead tests. Soluble in hydrochloric acid
(HCI) with the evolution of chlorine.

Occurrence :-( 1) As a secondary mineral due to weathering of
other manganese minerals. (2) In bog deposits often associated with
limonite.

Uses:-Wad is used as an ore of manganese and in the manufac-
ture of chlorine and paint.

WILLEMITE. (Zinc Silicate.) Zn2SiO •.
Locality:-Greenlee County, on Modoc Mountain, Clifton-Mo-

renci district.
Distinguishing Features :-Occurs in compact granular masses

and in disseminated grains. Distinct basal cleavage. Conchoidal to
uneven fracture. Hardness, 5 to 6. Sp, Gr., 4.1. Greasy, vitreous
lustre. Transparent to opaque. Colorless, brown, yellowish, reddish,
green, yellowish-green; rarely blue or black. Uncolored streak.

Blowpipe Tests :-Fusible at 5.5 with difficulty. With cobalt ni-
trate solution on charcoal the assay turns blue and the sublimate on
the coal turns green. Willemite is distinguished from calamine by
the absence of water in the closed tube. It gives a fine jelly when
dissolved in hydrochloric acid (HCl).

Occurrence :-In crystalline limestone intimately mixed with
franklinite and zincite.

Uses:-Willemite is an important are of zinc.
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WOLFRAMITE. Tungsten Ore.) (Fe,Mn)WO •.
Locality:-Cochise County, Whetstone mountains, 12 miles ~;th

of Benson. Maricopa County, Cave Creek, 30 miles north of Phoe-
nix. Mohave County, 80 miles southeast of Kingman in Aquarius
mountains, mines 17 miles east of Yucca. Pima County, in Arivaca
district. Santa Cruz County, 7 miles north of Nogales. Yavapai
County, Tip Top mine, Bradshaw mountains.

Distinguishing Features :-Crystals are generally large, thick tabu-
lar, or short, columnar; more rarely fibrous. Occurs also in bladed,
curved lamellar, columnar, or granular masses. Perfect cleavage in
one direction. Uneven fracture. Brittle. Hardness,S to 5.5. Sp.
Gr., 7.4. Greasy, sub-metallic lustre. Color, black or dark brown.
Streak, dark red brown to black. Opaque. Sometimes slightly mag-
netic.

Blowpipe Tests :-Fusible at 3 to a magnetic globule. The soda
fusion is bluish green (Mn). Soluble in aqua regia with the separa-
tion of a yellow residue (WOa).

Occurrence:-As a vein mineral especially in tinstone veins asso-
ciated with cassiterite, scheelite, etc.

Uus :- Wolframite is the principal source of tungsten.

WULFENITE. (Molybdate of Lead.) PbMoO •.
Locality:-Occasionally found with other lead ores, Cochise

County, nearly always present with silver ore of Tombstone in small
quantity. Gila County, at Troy. Pima County, Old Yuma mine,
14 miles northwest of Tucson. Pinal County, Mammoth mine,
Schultz. Yavapai County, Bradshaw mountains. Yuma County, at
Castle Dome.

Distinguishing Features :-Crystals are most commonly square and
thin tabular in habit. Also occurs in coarse or fine granular masses.
Fairly perfect pyramidal cleavage. Conchoidal to uneven fracture.
Brittle. Hardness, 3. Sp, Gr., 6. 7. Resinous or adamantine lustre.
Transparent to translucent. The color may be various shades of
yellow, green, gray, or red. Yellowish white streak.

Blowpipe Tests :-Easily fusible at 2 on charcoal giving a metallic
button. The sodium phosphate (NaPOs) bead is green in reducing
flame. Decomposed by hydrochloric acid (HCI). Gives a blue
solution with sulphuric acid (H2S04) and alcohol.

Occurrence :-As a secondary mineral in veins, often associated
with vanadinite.

Uses. :- Wulfenite and molybdenite are sources of molybdenum.



GLOSSARY

A

Accessory Mineral. Any mineral which may be present In a rock,
but is not regarded as an essential constituent of it.

Acicular. In slender needle-like crystals.
Acid Rock. Igneous rock high in silica (Si02) as granites.
Adamantine. See lustre.
AgCl. Silver chloride.
Aggregates. Bunches or groups.
Amalgam. Alloy of gold and quicksilver.
Amygdaloidal. Referring to amygdules.
Amygdules. Secondary minerals filling rounded cavities in volcanic

rocks.
Amorphous. N on-crystalline structure, like opal or glass.
Aqua Regia. A mixture of 3 parts concentrated hydrochloric acid

and 1 part concentrated nitric acid.
Arborescent. Branching like a tree; dentritic.
Argentiferous, Containing silver.
Auriferous. Containing gold.

B

Basis Rock. Igneous rocks low in silica (less than 50 % SiOz).
Bismuth Flux. A mixture of 2 parts sulphur, 1 part potassium

iodide (KI) and 1 part KHSOf•

Black Jack. Sphalerite.
Botryoidal. Resembling a bunch of grapes.

C

Capillary. In hair-like or thread-like crystals.
Cellular. Containing cells.
Cleavage. The capacity for being split with smooth planes in certain

fixed directions, generally parallel to common crystal faces.
Cleavage is perfect when the mineral splits very easily. Direc-
tions are expressed by the names of crystal forms; as cubic,
parallel to the faces of a cube; octahedral, parallel to th. face of
an octahedron, etc.

Columnar. Parallel grouping of prisms or columns.
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Compact. Being a firm a""re~ate of exceedingly minute particles.
like clay.

Conchoidal. See fracture.
Concretion. Rounded nodules in sedimentary rocks, especially shales

and sandstones.
Contact Mineral. Mineral formed in the contact zone.
Contact Zone. The zone bordering the contact of igneous and sedi-

mentary rocks.
Cupriferous. Containing copper.

D

Decrepitate. Flies to pieces when heated.
Dendritic. Branching like a tree.
Diabase. An igneous rock.
Dike. A tabular mass of intrusive igneous rock.
Diorite. A plutonic igneous rock composed essentially of plagioclase

and hornblende.
Disintegration. Separation of minerals by weathering.
Disseminated. Scattered through rock in small particles.
Drusy. Covered with minute crystals, giving a rough surface with

many glittering faces.
Ductile. Capable of being drawn into wire.
Dull. Without lustre or shine of any kind.

E

Earthy. Clay-like, dull and composed of minute particles.
Effervescence. The bubbling caused by the action of an acid on a

carbonate.
Efflorescence. Giving up its water of crystallization on standing.

"Enamel. Of the nature of glass.
Enrichment. Concentration of values.
Evolution of Gas. Givin~ off gas under the action of acids or heat.

F

Facet. The polished surface of acut stone.
Fibrous. Made up of fibers.
Filiform. Thread-like.
Flexible. Capable of being bent and remaining so.
Foliated. Made up of flat plates.
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Fracture. The manner of breaking that does not produce planes of
cleavage or parting; designated as conchoidal when rounded or
curved surfaces are produced; uneven, when rough and irregular;
hackly , sharp, jagged surfaces like broken metals; splintery when
elongated splinters or needles are produced.

Fusibility. Capacity of being fused or melted in the blowpipe flame.
See scale of fusibility.

G

Gangue. The non-metallic part of a vein.
Gelatinization. Formation of a jelly-like substance when the pow-

dered mineral is boiled in acids.
Geodes. Rounded nodules with hollow centres which are lined with

crystals, chiefly quartz and calcite.
Glance. A general name for metallic sulphides.
Globular. Made up of more or less complete spheres.
Gneiss. A metamorphosed (changed) rock, composed chiefly of

orthoclase feldspar, quartz, and mica, having a banded struc-
ture.

Gossan. (Iron hat.) The upper oxidized portion of a vein or
ore deposit.

Granite. An even grained crystalline rock composed chiefly of
quartz, feldspar, mica and hornblende.

Granular. Composed of grains and small crystals.

H

Hackly. Sharp, jagged surface, like broken steel.
Hardness. Resistance to being scratched. (See scale of hardness.)
Hydration. The taking on or containing of water of crystallization.
Hydrogen Sulphide. A gaseous compound of hydrogen and sul-

phur (H2S) possessing a characteristic odor of bad eggs.

I

Igneous Rocks. Rocks formed by the consolidation of molten magma.
Ignition. Heating in the blowpipe flame.
Incrustation. Occurring in a thin layer, coating some other mineral.
Insoluble. Not dissolved by acids or other solutions.
Intumescence. Bubbling of minerals when heated, due to the escape

of gas.
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Intrusive. Igneous rocks which have invaded other rocks are called
intrusive.

Iridescence. A rainbow effect produced by interference of light in
thin films.

J

Jade. A compact tough green or greenish-white ornamental stone.
Jasper. A red, yellow, or brown variety of chalcedony colored by

iron oxides.

K

Kaolin. A mixture of kaolinite with other aluminous silicates form-
ing a clay.

Kidney-ore. A variety of hematite.

L

Lamellar. Made up of plates.
Laminal. Thin layers.
Limestone. A sedimentary rock consisting of CaCOa•
Lustre. A term applied to the quality of light reflected from a sur-

face. Designated as metallic, the lustre of a metal; sub-metallic,
or metalloidal, somewhat like a metal; metallic and sub-metallic
minerals are opaque and give very dark colored powder or streak.
Non-metallic lustres include uitreous, like glass; adamantine,
brilliant like diamond; resinous, the appearance of resin; greasy
or oily, as if slightly oiled; pearly like mother of pearl; silk»,
like satin, due to parallel fibres.

M

Magma. The liquid mass from which Igneous rocks originate by
cooling and solidification.

Magmatic Segregations. Deposits of ores or minerals formed by
segregation from igneous magmas.

Magnetic. Attracted by a magnet.
Malleable. Capable of being hammered out flat.
Mammillary. A surface consisting of rounded protuberances.
Marble. Any limestone capable of taking a good polish.
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Marl. Loose, earthy deposits, of intermingled carbonate of lime
with clay.

Massive. Without definite form or shape.
Metallic. See lustre.
Metamorphic. Changed by heat, pressure, etc., as limestone to

marble, etc.
Metasomatic Replacement. The replacement of a rock mass or

vein, in which the original structure is retained.
Micaceous. Composed of thin plates readily separated.

N

Nitrates. Salts of nitric acid (HN03).

Nodular. In rounded lumps or nodules.
Non-crystalline. Occurring without crystal form.

o
Ocher. A clay colored by iron oxide.
Octahedron. An isometric crystal with eight triangular faces.
Octahedral Cleavage. Cleavage in four directions parallel to the

faces of an octahedron.
Onyx. A banded variety of chalcedony.
Oolitic. Made up of minute spheres.
Opalescent. Having a milk or pearly internal reflection.
Opaque. Not transparent.
Oxides. Compounds of elements with oxygen.
Oxidized Zone. A portion of an ore deposit (the part nearest the

surface) where the minerals have been oxidized and the vein
matter leached.

Oxidizing Flame. The extreme outer tip of a flame produced by
a blowpipe or Bunsen burner. Most favorable for oxidation.

P

Parting. A splitting much like cleavage but occurring only at cer-
tain irregular intervals, while cleavage can be produced as read-
ily at one point as another.

Peacock Copper. A name given to bornite.
Pegmatite. Coarse vein-like deposits occurring III plutonic igneous

rocks, especially granite.
Petrifaction. The replacement of fossils by mineral substances.
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Phosphorescent. Giving off light when gently heated, below red heat.
Pigment. Coloring matter.
Pinacoid. A form consisting of two parallel faces.
Pitchy-lustre. Having the lustre of pitch.
Placers. Stream deposits of sand and gravel.
Plutonic Rocks. Deep-seated igneous rocks.
Porphyry. An igneous rock with porphyritic texture.
Porphyritic. With crystals set in a fine ground mass.
Precipitate. To separate as a precipitate.
Prismatic. Elongated in one direction, but does not apply to bladed

needle-like or thread-like crystals.
Pseudomorph, A mineral with the crystal form of another mineral.
Pyroelectric. Becoming electric so as to attract minute particles of

tissue paper when moderately heated. A small fragment of
the mineral is generally used.

Q

Quartzite. A metamorphic rock made up of firmly cemented quartz
grains.

Quicksilver. Mercury.

R

Radiated. Having fibres, columns, or plates diverging from a cen-
tral point.

Reducing Flame. The tip of the luminous cone of the blowpipe
flame.

Reduction. The taking away of oxygen, or the change to a lower
state of oxidation.

Reniform. Having a smooth, rounded, kidney-like surface.
Replacement. (1) Substitution of a rock or vein by mineral matter.

(2) The substitution of an element or radical by other element
or radical.

Reticulate. Slender crystals crossing like the meshes of a net.
Rhyolite. A volcanic igneous rock composed essentially of quartz

and orthoclase, with more or less glass.
Rock. An essential part of the earth's crust.
Rock Crystal. The clear transparent variety of quartz.
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s
Saline. Having a salty taste.
Salt of Phosphorous. Sodium ammonium phosphate, a reagent used

in blowpipe analysis.
Sandstone. A sedimentary rock composed of consolidated sand.
Schist. A metamorphic rock which splits into thin layers.
Secondary. Minerals formed subsequent to those of the main rock
. mass are said to be secondary.
Sedimentary. Laid down in water.
Sectile. Capable of being cut by a knife but not flattened under a

hammer.
Separation of Sulphur. White precipitate of sulphur forms when

certain sulphides are treated with acids.
Shale. A rock formed by the consolidation of fine aluminous sedi-

ments.
Soda. Sodium carbonate, a blowpipe reagent. (N a.CO. ).
Specific Gravity. The weight of a substance compared with an equal

volume of water. The approximate specific gravity may be de-
determined by hefting in the hand.

Splendent. Having a brilliant lustre.
Stalactites. Icicle like crystalline aggregates.
Stratified Rocks. Rocks made up of layers and usually formed In

water.
Streak. The color of the powder of a mineral.
Streak-plate. A piece of unglazed porcelain for testing the streak.
Striated. }\·1arked with fine parallel lines or grooves.
Subilmate. A substance reduced to a vapor by heat and re-deposited

farther from the flame.

T

Tabular. In broad flattened crystals.
Talc-schist. A talc rock that splits in thin layers.
Tarnish. A surface layer usually caused by oxidation.
Texture. The mutual relation of the minerals in a rock.
Transparent. Capable of being seen through.
Translucent. A substance is translucent when light will pass through

it.
Travertine. A banded calcium carbonate deposit formed by water

of springs or rivers.
Trap. A dense black igneous rock, usually either basalt or diabase.
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Tufa, Calcareous. A 'porous deposit of calcium carbonate formed
by water solution.

Tuff. A fragmental volcanic rock.

v
Variegated. Having marks or patches of different colors.
Veins. Cracks in the earth's crust which have been filled with

minerals.
Vitreous. See lustre.
Volatile. Easily vaporized.
Volcanic Rocks. Igneous rocks which solidified at or near the

earth's surface.

W

Weathering. Superficial alteration; decomposition of rocks by the
action of heat, cold, rain, etc.


